
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23261 

June 18, 2001 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Serial No. 01-281 
Attention: Document Control Desk CM/RAB RO 
Washington, D.C. 20555 Docket Nos. 50-338 

50-339 
License Nos. NPF-4 

NPF-7 

Gentlemen: 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 
NORTH ANNA POWER STATION UNITS 1 AND 2 
PROPOSED IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - SECTIONS 3.4 & 3.6 

This letter transmits responses to the NRC's request for additional information regarding 
Sections 3.4 and 3.6 of the North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2 proposed Improved 
Technical Specifications (ITS). The North Anna ITS license amendment request was 
submitted to the NRC in a December 11, 2000 letter (Serial No. 00-606). The NRC 
requested additional information on ITS Sections 3.4 and 3.6 in a letter dated April 23, 
2001 (TAC Nos. MB0799 and MB0800).  

The attachment includes each NRC question, the response to each question, and the 
required revisions to the original ITS license amendment request, based on the 
response to each question.  

If you have any further questions or require additional information, please contact us.  

Very truly yours, 

Leslie N. Hartz 

Vice President - Nuclear Engineering 

Attachment 

Commitments made in this letter: None



cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Region II 
Sam Nunn Atlanta Federal Center 
61 Forsyth Street, SW 
Suite 23T85 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

Mr. M. J. Morgan 
NRC Senior Resident Inspector 
North Anna Power Station 

Commissioner (w/o attachments) 
Bureau of Radiological Health 
1500 East Main Street 
Suite 240 
Richmond, VA 23218 

Mr. J. E. Reasor, Jr. (w/o attachments) 
Old Dominion Electric Cooperative 
Innsbrook Corporate Center 
4201 Dominion Blvd.  
Suite 300 
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060



COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
) 

COUNTY OF HENRICO ) 

The foregoing document was acknowledged before me, in and for the County 
and Commonwealth aforesaid, today by Leslie N. Hartz, who is Vice President 
Nuclear Engineering, of Virginia Electric and Power Company. She has affirmed 
before me that she is duly authorized to execute and file the foregoing document 
in behalf of that Company, and that the statements in the document are true to 
the best of her knowledge and belief.  

Acknowledged before me this /ieday of ,2001.  

My Commission Expires: zoo'?3/ 2

(SEAL)

)



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.1 RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 

3.4-01 ITS (SR) 3.4.1.4 
Standard Technical Specification (STS) SR 3.4.1.4 Note 
Current Technical Specifications (CTS) SR 4.2.5.2 
Justification for Deviation (JFD) 2 

NRC RAI: STS (SR) 3.4.1.4 has a note which states that the surveillance is not required to be 
performed until 24 hours after greater than or equal to 90 percent Rated Thermal Power (RTP).  
This Note allows entrance into the APPLICABILITY statement of the Limiting Condition for 
Operation (LCO) (i.e. Mode 1) without the performance of the surveillance. JFD 2 states that it is 
not necessary to specify a Frequency beyond 18 months. Comment: STS SR 3.4.1.4 note 
should be incorporated into ITS SR 3.4.1.4.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment, with certain 
modifications. STS 3.4.1.4 requires verification by precision heat balance that RCS total flow 
rate is > 295,000 gpm and greater than or equal to the limit specified in the COLR every 18 
months. The STS SR is modified by a Note that states, "Not required to be performed until 24 
hours after _> 90% RTP." This Note performs two purposes. First, it allows entry into MODE 1 if 
the Surveillance has not been met. Without the Note, if the Surveillance has not been met within 
its Frequency (18 months + 25%, or 22.5 months), entry into MODE 1 without first performing the 
Surveillance is prohibited by SR 3.0.4. As stated in JFD 2, this test is currently performed after 
each startup, typically a few weeks after achieving full power. The second purpose of the Note is 
to specify a maximum time after reaching full power following refueling before performing the 
Surveillance. The Note allows 24 hours after exceeding 90% RTP. As described in JFD 2, this 
restriction cannot be met at North Anna. Establishment of the conditions for performance of the 
precision heat balance is time consuming and requires installation of equipment and 
establishment of stable operating conditions. Twenty-four hours after exceeding 90% RTP does 
not allow sufficient time to establish stable plant conditions, install the instrumentation, perform 
the test, and analyze the results. Therefore, the Note has been modified to state, "Not required 
to be performed until 30 days after > 90% RTP." This provides time to reach a stable operating 
condition after startup, install the necessary equipment, perform the test, and analyze the 
results. See also the response to Question 3.4-15.



RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 
3.4.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure is greater than 12 hours 
or equal to the limit specified in the 
COLR.  

SR 3.4.1.2 Verify RCS average temperature is less than 12 hours 
or equal to the limit specified in the 
COLR.  

SR 3.4.1.3 Verify RCS total flow rate is 12 hours 
Ž 295,000 gpm and is greater than or equal 
to the limit specified in the COLR.  

SR 3.4.1.4 -------------------NOTE----------------
Not required to be performed until 30 days 
after Ž 90% RTP.  

Verify by precision heat balance that RCS 18 months 
total flow rate is Ž 295,000 gpm and is 
greater than or equal to the limit 
specified in the COLR.

RAI 
3.4-01 
RI

Rev 1 (Draft 1), 05/03/01North Anna Units 1 and 2 3.4.1-2



RCS Pressure. Temperature. and Flow DNB Limits 
3.4.1

Rev 1. 04/07/95
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.1, RCS PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND FLOW DNB LIMITS 

1. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has been 
provided.  

2. ITS SR 3.4.1.4 requires verification of RCS total flow rate and has a Frequency of 18 
months. It contains a Note which states, "Not required to be performed until 24 hours 
after Ž 90% RTP." CTS Surveillance Requirement 4.2.5.2 also requires a verification of 
RCS total flow rate every 18 months but does not contain the equivalent of the ITS SR 
Note. The ITS SR 3.4.1.4 Note is modified to state, "Not required to be performed until 
30 days after > 90% RTP." The Note is required in order to enter MODE 1 in the 
unlikely event the Surveillance Frequency expires while not in MODE 1. Establishment / 
of the conditions for performance of the test is time consuming and the test is typically 
not performed until several weeks after startup following refueling. The 30 day period 
after exceeding 90% RTP is reasonable to establish stable operating conditions, install the 
test equipment, perform the test, and analyze the results. This is acceptable because the 
calibration values used for the RCS flow indications until the test can be performed are 
verified by trending plant parameters, such as electrical output, monitoring of individual 
pieces of the flow calorimetric, and cognizance of design changes which could affect 
RCS flow.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 1 Revision 1
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3.2.5 The following DNB related parameters shall be maintained within the limits shown on 

Table 3.2-1: 

a. Reactor Coolant System Tavg 

b. Pressurizer Pressure 

c. Reactor Coolant System Total Flow Rate 

APEPLICARIL: MODE 1 

With any of the above parameters exceeding its limit, restore the parameter to within its limit 
within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER within 
the next 4 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.2.5.1 Each of the parameters of Table 3.2-1 shall be verified to be within their limits at 
least once per 12 hours.  

4.2.5.2 The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shall be determined to be within its limit by 
measurement at least once per 18 months.  
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08-21-80 
POWER DISTRIBUTON LIMITS 

.. •T-k DNB PARAtMETrERS 

SLIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

L C 3.2.5 The following DNB related parameters shall be maintained within the limits shown on 
2,q.( Table 3.2- l: 

a. Reactor Coolant System Tavg 

b. Pressurizer Pressure 

c. Reactor Coolant System Total Flow Rate 

AVý APPTCAB TY: MODEl 
ACTION: 

A With any of the above parameters exceeding its limit, restore the parameter to within its limit 
within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER 

/4C4,,., A within the next 4 hours.  

e ?,q.t, SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

/4.2.5.1 Each of the parameters of Table 3.2-1 shall be verified to be within their limits at least 
once per 12 hours.  

. ? g[. 41 4.2.5.2 The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shall be determined to be within its limit by 
measurement at least once per 18 months.  
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.4.1, RCS PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND FLOW DNB LIMITS 

The removal of these cycle-specific parameter limits from the Technical Specifications and 
their relocation into the COLR is acceptable because these limits are developed or utilized 
under NRC-approved methodologies. The NRC documented in Generic Letter 88-16, 
Removal of Cycle-Specific Parameter Limits From the Technical Specifications, that this 
type of information is not necessary to be included in the Technical Specifications to 
provide adequate protection of public health and safety. The ITS still retains requirements 
and Surveillances that verify that the cycle-specific parameter limits are being met. NRC
approved Topical Report WCAP-14483, "Generic Methodology for Expanded Core 
Operating Limits Report" determined that the specific values for the DNB parameters may 
be relocated to the COLR as long as the limiting RCS total flow limit is retained in the 
LCO. The LCO continues to require that the core be operated within the DNB limits.  
The methodologies used to develop the DNB parameters in the COLR have obtained prior 
approval by the NRC in accordance with Generic Letter 88-16. Also, this change is 
acceptable because the removed information will be adequately controlled in the COLR 
under the requirements provided in ITS 5.6.5, Core Operating Limits Report. ITS 5.6.5 
ensures that the applicable limits (e.g., fuel thermal mechanical limits, core thermal 
hydraulic limits, Emergency Core Cooling Systems limits, and nuclear limits such as SDM, 
transient analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of the safety analysis are met. This 
change is designated as a less restrictive removal of detail change because information 
relating to cycle-specific parameter limits is being removed from the Technical 
Specifications.  

LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES 

L. 1 (Category 7- Relaxation Of Surveillance Frequency) CTS 4.2.5.2 states that the 
Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shall be determined to be within its limit by 
measurement at least once per 18 months. ITS SR 3.4.1.4 requires measurement of the 
RCS total flow rate every 18 months and is modified by a Note which states, "Not 
required to be performed until 30 days after _> 90% RTP." This changes the CTS by 
relaxing the Surveillance Frequency in order to allow entry into MODE 1 to perform the 
test and requires the test to be performed within 30 days after exceeding 90% RTP.  

The purpose of CTS 4.2.5.2 is to accurately determine the RCS total flow rate. This 3"O0 
change is acceptable because the new Surveillance Frequency has been evaluated to ensure 
that it provides an acceptable level of equipment reliability. An accurate measurement of 
the RCS total flow rate must be performed at full power under stable operating conditions.  
In the unlikely event that the Surveillance Frequency has expired while the unit is not in 
MODE 1, SR 3.0.4 would prevent entry into MODE I to perform the test. Therefore, 
without the Note the Surveillance would have to be performed prior to entering MODE 1 
and, in all likelihood, performed again in MODE 1 to obtain accurate results. Therefore, 
the Note allowance to enter MODE 1 in order to perform the test may result in 
performing the test less frequently. The Note also applies a 30 day period after exceeding 
90% RTP to perform the test. This is a reasonable period to establish stable operating 
conditions, install the test equipment, perform the test, and analyze the results. This

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Revision IPage 2



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.4.1, RCS PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND FLOW DNB LIMITS 

analyze the results. This change is designated as less restrictive because Surveillances 3,q-01 
will be performed less frequently under the ITS than under the CTS. R I

North Anna Units I and 2 Page 3 Revision 1
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality 

3.4-02 ITS 3.4.2 
JFD 2 

NRC RAI: JFD 2 for ITS 3.4.2 states that editorial changes were made for enhanced clarity or to 
be consistent with the ISTS Writers Guide. The markup copy of ITS 3.4.2 does not have "2" 
listed. Comment: Provide revised markup with appropriate placement of "2".  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment, with certain 
modifications. JFD 2 does not apply to ITS 3.4.2 and will be deleted from the list of JFDs for ITS 
3.4.2.



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.2, RCS MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY 

1. The brackets are removed and the proper plant specific information/value is provided.  

2. Not used. f?*,z

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 1 Revision 1
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.5 RCS Loops - MODE 3 

3.4-03 ITS SR 3.4.5.3 
STS SR 3.4.5.3 
CTS SR 4.4.1.2.1 
JFD 3 
Technical Specifications Task Force (TSTF)-265 Rev. 2 

NRC RAI: STS SR 3.4.5.3 requires the licensee to verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump. This wording was approved via TSTF-265 
Rev. 2. ITS SR 3.4.5.3 did not adopt TSTF-265 Rev. 2 in its entirety. ITS SR 3.4.5.3 would 
verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power to the required pump not in operation. The 
TSTF revised the SR to clarify that the surveillance is applicable to each required pump 
regardless of its operating status since both pumps may be operating. Comment: TSTF-265 
Rev. 2 should be adopted in its entirety.  

Response: The Company does not agree with the action recommended in the Comment.  
TSTF-265 revises SR 3.4.5.3 from, "Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power are 
available to the required pump that is not in operation," to "Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump." The TSTF-265 modifications to the SR 
would require performance of SR 3.4.5.3 on operating loops when, as stated in the TSTF-265 
changes to the Bases, operation is evidence of proper breaker alignment and power availability.  
As a result, the proposed changes in TSTF-265 add additional administrative burden with no 
compensatory increase in safety. Therefore, the Company will retain the CTS requirements and 
will propose a generic change to the ISTS. Attachment 3 of the submittal has been revised to 
indicate that TSTF-265 was only partially incorporated. The JFD for this change has been 
expanded to provide additional justification. See also the response to Questions 4, 5, 6, 18, 21, 
24, and 26.



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.5, RCS LOOPS - MODE 3 

1. The brackets are removed and the proper plant specific information/value is provided.  

2. NUREG-1431 Specification 3.4.5 contains requirements and actions on the Rod Control 
System based on the assumption that the accident analysis for an uncontrolled RCCA 
bank withdrawal requires two RCS loops to be in operation. The North Anna accident 
analysis for uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal from a subcritical condition assumes 
that only one RCS loop is in operation. As a result, the ITS LCO does not contain 
requirements on the reactor trip breakers or the Rod Control System. ITS Condition C. 1 
(ISTS Condition D. 1), which requires the CRDMs to be de-energized when no RCS loop 
is in operation, was retained to protect this analysis assumption. These changes are 
consistent with the North Anna accident analysis assumptions.  

3. TSTF-265 is modified. TSTF-265 expanded the Surveillance to require performance on 
both the operating and non-operating pump. This portion of the generic change is not 
adopted and the CTS Surveillance wording is retained. The TSTF-265 change to require f#_r 
verification of breaker position and indicated power availability on the operating pump is 3.L-o3 
not necessary as pump operation is, as stated in the TSTF, an adequate indication of fi 
available power. The CTS Surveillance wording adequately verifies compliance with the 
LCO without the unnecessary administrative burden imposed by the TSTF-265 
Surveillance revision. Therefore, the CTS Surveillance wording is retained.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page I Revision 1



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.6 RCS Loops - MODE 4 

3.4-04 ITS SR 3.4.6.3 
STS SR 3.4.6.3 
CTS SR 4.4.1.3.2 
JFD 2 
TSTF-265 Rev. 2 

NRC RAI: STS SR 3.4.6.3 requires the licensee to verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump. This wording was approved via TSTF-265 
Rev. 2. ITS SR 3.4.6.3 did not adopt TSTF-265 Rev. 2 in its entirety. ITS SR 3.4.6.3 would 
verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power to the required pump not in operation. The 
TSTF revised the SR to clarify that the surveillance is applicable to each required pump 
regardless of its operating status since both pumps may be operating. Comment: TSTF-265 
Rev. 2 should be adopted in its entirety.  

Response: The Company does not agree with the action recommended in the Comment.  
TSTF-265 revises SR 3.4.6.3 from, "Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power are 
available to the required pump that is not in operation," to "Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump." The TSTF-265 modifications to the SR 
would require performance of SR 3.4.6.3 on operating loops when, as stated in the TSTF-265 
changes to the Bases, operation is evidence of proper breaker alignment and power availability.  
As a result, the proposed changes in TSTF-265 add additional administrative burden with no 
compensatory increase in safety. Therefore, the Company will retain the CTS requirements and 
will propose a generic change to the ISTS. Attachment 3 of the submittal has been revised to 
indicate that TSTF-265 was only partially incorporated. The JFD for this change has been 
expanded to provide additional justification. See also the response to Questions 3, 5, 6, 18, 21, 
24, and 26.



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.6, RCS LOOPS - MODE 4 

1. The brackets are removed and the proper plant specific information/value is provided.  

2. TSTF-265 is modified. TSTF-265 expanded the Surveillance to require performance on 
both the operating and non-operating pump. This portion of the generic change is not 
adopted and the CTS Surveillance wording is retained. The TSTF-265 change to require 
verification of breaker position and indicated power availability on the operating pump is 
not necessary as pump operation is, as stated in the TSTF, an adequate indication of 
available power. The CTS Surveillance wording adequately verifies compliance with the 
LCO without the unnecessary administrative burden imposed by the TSTF-265 
Surveillance revision. Therefore, the CTS Surveillance wording is retained.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 1 Revision 1
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 

3.4-05 ITS SR 3.4.7.3 
STS SR 3.4.7.3 
CTS SR 4.4.1.3.2 
JFD 4 
TSTF-265 Rev. 2 

NRC RAI: STS SR 3.4.7.3 requires the licensee to verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump. This wording was approved via TSTF-265 
Rev. 2. ITS SR 3.4.7.3 did not adopt TSTF-265 Rev. 2 in its entirety. ITS SR 3.4.7.3 would 
verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power to the required pump not in operation. The 
TSTF revised the SR to clarify that the surveillance is applicable to each required pump 
regardless of its operating status since both pumps may be operating. Comment: TSTF-265 
Rev. 2 should be adopted in its entirety.  

Response: The Company does not agree with the action recommended in the Comment.  
TSTF-265 revises SR 3.4.7.3 from, "Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power are 
available to the required pump that is not in operation," to "Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump." The TSTF-265 modifications to the SR 
would require performance of SR 3.4.7.3 on operating loops when, as stated in the TSTF-265 
changes to the Bases, operation is evidence of proper breaker alignment and power availability.  
As a result, the proposed changes in TSTF-265 add additional administrative burden with no 
compensatory increase in safety. Therefore, the Company will retain the CTS requirements and 
will propose a generic change to the ISTS. Attachment 3 of the submittal has been revised to 
indicate that TSTF-265 was only partially incorporated. The JFD for this change has been 
expanded to provide additional justification. See also the response to Questions 3, 4, 6, 18, 21, 
24, and 26.



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.7, RCS LOOPS - MODE 5, LOOPS FILLED 

1. The brackets are removed and the proper plant specific information/value is provided.  

2. Editorial change made for consistency with other changes made to the ISTS.  

3. Editorial change made for enhanced clarify or consistency with the ISTS Writer's Guide.  

4. TSTF-265 is modified. TSTF-265 expanded the Surveillance to require performance on 
both the operating and non-operating pump. This portion of the generic change is not 
adopted and the CTS Surveillance wording is retained. The TSTF-265 change to require 
verification of breaker position and indicated power availability on the operating pump is 
not necessary as pump operation is, as stated in the TSTF, an adequate indication of 
available power. The CTS Surveillance wording adequately verifies compliance with the 
LCO without the unnecessary administrative burden imposed by the TSTF-265 
Surveillance revision. Therefore, the CTS Surveillance wording is retained.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 1 Revision 1
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

ITS 3.4.8 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 

3.4-06 ITS SR 3.4.8.2 
STS SR 3.4.8.2 
CTS SR 4.4.1.3.2 
JFD 2 
TSTF-265 Rev. 2 

NRC RAI: STS SR 3.4.8.2 requires the licensee to verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump. This wording was approved via TSTF-265 
Rev. 2. ITS SR 3.4.8.2 did not adopt TSTF-265 Rev. 2 in its entirety. ITS SR 3.4.8.2 would 
verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power to the required pump not in operation. The 
TSTF revised the SR to clarify that the surveillance is applicable to each required pump 
regardless of its operating status since both pumps may be operating. Comment: TSTF-265 
Rev. 2 should be adopted in its entirety.  

Response: The Company does not agree with the action recommended in the Comment.  
TSTF-265 revises SR 3.4.8.2 from, "Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power are 
available to the required pump that is not in operation," to "Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump." The TSTF-265 modifications to the SR 
would require performance of SR 3.4.8.2 on operating loops when, as stated in the TSTF-265 
changes to the Bases, operation is evidence of proper breaker alignment and power availability.  
As a result, the proposed changes in TSTF-265 add additional administrative burden with no 
compensatory increase in safety. Therefore, the Company will retain the CTS requirements and 
will propose a generic change to the ISTS. Attachment 3 of the submittal has been revised to 
indicate that TSTF-265 was only partially incorporated. The JFD for this change has been 
expanded to provide additional justification. See also the response to Questions 3, 4, 5, 18, 21, 
24, and 26.



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.8, RCS LOOPS - MODE 5, LOOPS NOT FILLED 

1. The brackets are removed and the proper plant specific information/value is provided.  

2. TSTF-265 is modified. TSTF-265 expanded the Surveillance to require performance on 
both the operating and non-operating pump. This portion of the generic change is not 
adopted and the CTS Surveillance wording is retained. The TSTF-265 change to require 
verification of breaker position and indicated power availability on the operating pump is 
not necessary as pump operation is, as stated in the TSTF, an adequate indication of 
available power. The CTS Surveillance wording adequately verifies compliance with the 
LCO without the unnecessary administrative burden imposed by the TSTF-265 
Surveillance revision. Therefore, the CTS Surveillance wording is retained.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 1 Revision 1
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves 

3.4-07 ITS 3.4.11 ACTIONS F1 & F2 
STS 3.4.11 ACTIONS El & E2 
CTS 3.4.3.2 ACTION A5 
JFD 4 

NRC RAI: STS 3.4.11 ACTIONS El and E2 require that the associated block valve be closed 
and power removed from the associated block valve if two PORVs are inoperable and not 
capable of being manually cycled. ITS 3.4.11 did not incorporate these action items. JFD stated 
that ACTIONS El and E2 are not incorporated since they are duplicate actions to ACTIONS Cl 
and C2. However, CTS 3.4.3.2 ACTION A5 has the same STS 3.4.11 ACTIONS El and E2 
requirements. Comment: STS 3.4.11 ACTIONS El and E2 should be incorporated into ITS 
3.4.11.  

Response: The Company does not agree with the action recommended in the Comment. ITS 
3.4.11, Condition C, states that with one PORV inoperable and not capable of being manually 
cycled, close the associated block valve, remove power from the associated block valve, and 
restore the PORV to OPERABLE status. The ACTIONS are modified by a Note stating that, 
"Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PORV and each block valve." ITS 3.4.11, 
Condition F, applies with "Two PORVs inoperable and not capable of being manually cycled." 
Under the ITS rules of multiple condition entry (see Example 1.3-5 in ITS 1.3), when Condition F 
is entered for two PORVs inoperable, Condition C is also entered concurrently for each 
inoperable valve. Therefore, the Condition C Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are duplicative of 
the STS ACTIONS E.1 and E.2 (what would be ITS Required Actions F.1 and F.2). As these 
duplicative Required Actions are unnecessary and confusing, they are removed. In the CTS 
these actions are not duplicative, as the CTS does not allow multiple condition entry. In the 
CTS, Action A.4 for one inoperable PORV is exited and Action A.5 is entered when two PORVs 
become inoperable. Therefore, these Actions are required in both CTS Actions A.4 and A.5. JFD 
4 is expanded to incorporate this additional justification. See also the response to Question 3.4
28.



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.11, PRESSURIZER PORVs 

1. This bracketed requirement is deleted because it is not applicable to North Anna. The 
following requirements are renumbered, where applicable, to reflect this deletion.  

2. The brackets are removed and the proper plant specific information/value is provided.  

3. The North Anna PORVs are supplied from both the Instrument Air system and backup 
nitrogen accumulators. The backup nitrogen accumulators are needed for PORV 
OPERABILITY. A Condition is added to the ITS for one or more PORVs inoperable due 
to inoperable backup nitrogen supply and the PORVs capable of being manually cycled.  
A Surveillance is added to verify the OPERABILITY of the backup nitrogen supply.  
Subsequent items are renumbered as needed. The wording of SR 3.4.11.3 has been 
revised to reflect this design.  

4. ISTS 3.4.11, Condition B, states that with one PORV inoperable and not capable of being 
manually cycled, close the associated block valve, remove power from the associated 
block valve, and restore the PORV to OPERABLE status. The ACTIONS are modified 
by a Note stating that, "Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PORV and each 
block valve." ISTS 3.4.11, Condition E, applies with "Two PORVs inoperable and not IAI: 
capable of being manually cycled." Under the ITS rules of multiple condition entry (see 3.1-07 
Example 1.3-5 in ITS 1.3), when Condition E is entered for two PORVs inoperable, 
Condition B is also entered concurrently for each inoperable valve. Therefore, ISTS 
Condition B Required Actions B. 1 and B.2 are duplicative of the ISTS ACTIONS E. 1 
and E.2. As these duplicative Required Actions are unnecessary and confusing, they are 
removed. The North Anna CTS repeats the actions in the condition of two PORVs 
inoperable and not capable of being manually cycled. However, in the CTS these actions 
are not duplicative, as the CTS does not allow multiple condition entry. In the CTS, 
Action A.4 for one inoperable PORV is exited and Action A.5 is entered when two 
PORVs become inoperable.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 1 Revision 1
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves 

3.4-08 ITS SR 3.4.11.4 
STS SR 3.4.11.3 
CTS SR 4.4.3.2.1 .b.2 

NRC RAI: STS SR 3.4.11.3 specifies the performance of a complete cycle of each solenoid air 
control valve and check valve on the air accumulators in PORV control systems. This wording is 
consistent with CTS SR 4.4.3.2.1 .b.2. ITS SR 3.4.11.4 removes the word "air" from the SR.  
Comment: Provide justification for removal of word "air" in SR or make the ITS consistent with 
the STS and CTS. These changes also affect the ITS SR 3.4.11.4 Bases.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment, with certain 
modifications. As described in JFD 3, the North Anna PORVs are supplied from both the 
Instrument Air system and backup nitrogen accumulators. Therefore, there are both solenoid air 
control valves and solenoid nitrogen control valves. The intent of SR 3.4.11.3 is to verify the 
OPERABILITY of the control valves and check valves used to actuate the PORVs. Requiring 
only the testing of the "air" control valves in SR 3.4.11.3 would exclude the testing of the nitrogen 
control valves. This is inappropriate. In order to specify the testing of both the air and nitrogen 
control valves, the word "air" was deleted and the SR requires testing of "each solenoid control 
valve." The specification of "solenoid air control valves" in the CTS is an oversight which is 
corrected in the ITS. An "M" DOC will be added to the CTS to justify the deletion of the word 
"air" from the Surveillance.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

SAFETY AND RELIEF VALVES - OPERATING

RELIEF VALVES 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

ACTION: (Continued)

B. Block Valves: ( ~ ~esc o& 

I. With one block valve inoperable, within 1 hour either restore the block valve to 

OPERABLE status or place its associated PORV in manual control; restore the 

block valve to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT 

STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 6hours. CA/dc"' " •-¢ 

2. With both bokvleioprle i our either re e!the bl;ýkýalves to 
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4.4.3.2.1 I tint qre.fWfpei on4.ahPORV shall be 72 
demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 31 days by performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, 

excluding valve operation, and -3,3..

b. At least once per 18 months by: 

1. Operating the PORV through one complete cycle of full travel(g) 

2. Operating the solenoid Mcontrol valves and check valves on the associated 
"accumulators in the PORV control systems through one complete cycle of 
full travel, and 

F3 Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. of the actuation 

3. instru!mentlation. I._.  

c. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the pressure in the PORV nitrogen 

accumulators is greater than the surveillance limit.  

4.4.3.2.2 Each block valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 92 days by 

operating the valve through one complete cycle of full travel unless the block valve is closed in 

order to meet the requirements of ACTION A.4 or A.5 in Specification 3.4.3..  
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03-02-99

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

SAFETY AND RELIEF VALVES - OPERATING 

RELIEF VALVES 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

-ACTION:(Continued) p• e4 B. Block Valves: •:e' Ozfs-J • •• 

1. With one block valve inoperable, within 1 hour either restore the block valve to 

OPERABLE status or place its associated PORV in manual control; restore the 

block valve to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY 

L , -777 ) within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.4.3.2.1 CI on to ijt remeý pec ific 5a~tie045ach PORV shall be 

demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 31 days by performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, 

excluding valve operation, andby 

S• Jb/./, •b. At leas~t once per 18 months by:

1. Oper g the PORV through one complete cycle of full travedýl• fC• 

2. Operating the solenoid control valves and check valves on the associated 

accumulators in the PORV control systems through one complete cycle of full 
/ travel, and 

/f3. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the actuation instrumentation. • 

c. At least once per 7 days be verifying that the pressure in the PORV nitrogen 

accumulators is greater than the surveillance limit.  

4.4.3.2.2 Each block valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 92 days by 

operating the valve through one complete cycle of full travel unless the block valve is closed in 

order to meet the requirements of ACTION A.4 or A.5 in Specification 3.4.3.2.  

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 2 3/4 4-7b Amendment No. -70, 199
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.4.11, PRESSURIZER PORVs 

A.4 CTS 3.4.3.2, Action B. 1, states that with one block valve inoperable, within 1 hour 
either restore the block valves to OPERABLE status or place the PORVs in manual 
control; restore the block valve to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least 
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the 
following 6 hours. CTS 3.4.3.2, Action B.2, states that with both block valves 
inoperable, within 1 hour either restore the block valves to OPERABLE status or 
place the PORVs in manual control; restore at least one block valve to OPERABLE 
status within the next hour, and restore the remaining inoperable block valve to 
OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 
6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours. ITS 3.4.11, Action 
D, states that with one block valve inoperable, place the associated PORV in manual 
control and restore the block valve to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. ITS 
3.4.11, Action G, states that with two block valves inoperable, restore one block valve 
to OPERABLE status within 2 hours. This changes the CTS by eliminating the 
actions for one block valve inoperable in the Condition for two block valves 
inoperable.  

This change is acceptable because the requirements have not changed. Under the 
rules of the ITS, all applicable Conditions are entered. Therefore, with two block 
valves inoperable, the Conditions and Required Actions for one block valve 
inoperable must also be followed. As a result, it is not necessary to repeat those 
Required Actions in the Condition for two block valves inoperable. This change is 
designated as administrative as it is a change required by the ITS usage rules that does 
not result in a technical change to the specifications.  

MORE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES 

M. 1 CTS 4.4.3.2.1 .b.2 requires operating the solenoid air control valves and check valves 
on the associated accumulators in the PORV control systems through one complete 
cycle of full travel every 18 months. rTS SR 3.4.11.4 requires performing a complete 
cycle of each solenoid control valve and check valve for the accumulators in the kA
PORV control systems every 18 months. This changes the CTS by specifying that 
each solenoid control valve and check valve in the normal air and backup nitrogen 
PORV control systems must be tested every 18 months.  

The purpose of the CTS Surveillance is to verify that the PORVs are OPERABLE.  
The North Anna PORVs are supplied from both the Instrument Air system and 
backup nitrogen accumulators. The backup nitrogen accumulators are needed for 
PORV OPERABILITY. This change is acceptable because the ITS Surveillance will 
verify the OPERABILITY of both the normal air and backup nitrogen PORV supplies 
in order to verify PORV OPERABILITY. This change is designated as more 
restrictive because it expands the applicability of a Surveillance.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 2 Revision 1
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System 

3.4-09 ITS 3.4.12 Note 2 
STS 3.4.12 Note 2 
CTS LCO 3.4.9.3 
JFD 6 
TSTF-285 Rev. 1 

NRC RAI: ITS 3.4.12 Note 2 does not incorporate the changes made by TSTF-285 Rev. 1.  
Specifically, TSTF-285 Rev. 1 revised the note to state that the accumulator may be unisolated 
when accumulator pressure is less than the maximum reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure.  
JFD 6 did not address why TSTF-285 Rev. 1 was not incorporated. Attachment 3 of the North 
Anna submittal indicates that TSTF-285 Rev. 1 was incorporated. Comment: Provide 
justification for not incorporating TSTF-285 Rev. 1 in its entirety or incorporate TSTF-285 Rev. 1 
into ITS 3.4.12 Note 2.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the comment, with certain 
modifications. ITS 3.4.12 incorporates the TSTF-285 changes to Note 2, as modified by JFD 6.  
However, the STS markup does not show TSTF-285 as modifying Note 2. The markup will be 
modified to show TSTF-285 as changing Note 2. As stated in JFD 6, the North Anna LTOP 
analysis does not address the injection of an accumulator when the accumulator pressure is 
below the temperature-dependent maximum allowable RCS pressure but above the PORV lift 
setting. Therefore, the allowance to unisolate the accumulator is based on the PORV lift 
pressure. JFD 6 will be modified to specifically address the change to Note 2 and how the 
wording in TSTF-285, Rev. 1 was modified to be consistent with the North Anna design.  
Attachment 3 of the submittal, which lists the Travelers which were considered when developing 
the North Anna ITS, will be modified to show TSTF-285, Rev. 1 as partially incorporated.



LTOP System 
3.4.12

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.12, LTOP SYSTEM 

The ISTS requires the accumulators to be isolated when accumulator pressure is greater 
than the maximum RCS pressure for the existing cold leg temperature as allowed by the 
P/T limit curves. The ISTS is revised to require the accumulators to be isolated when 
accumulator pressure is greater than the PORV lift setpoint pressure given in the LCO.  
The North Anna LTOP analysis does not address the situation of an accumulator injecting 
with the accumulator pressure above the PORV lift setting but below the maximum RCS 
pressure for the existing cold leg temperature as allowed by the P/T limit curves. The 
analysis does not address a PORV being used to relieve pressure from accumulator 
injection. If the accumulator pressure is below the PORV lift setpoint (which is also 
below the limiting pressure for the existing cold leg temperature), injection of an 
accumulator cannot exceed the maximum RCS pressure for the existing conditions. This 
revised allowance is stated in an LCO Note, a Note to Condition C, and a Note to SR 
3.4.12.3.  

TSTF-285 modified the ISTS Applicability Note to state that the accumulator may be 
unisolated when accumulator pressure is less than the maximum RCS pressure for the 
existing cold leg temperature as allowed by the P/T limit curves provided in the PTLR, . Oc. t-o'l 
and moved the Applicability Note to an LCO Note. The movement of the Note to an • 1 
LCO Note has been adopted in the North Anna ITS. However, the wording changes 
made to the Note in TSTF-285 are not consistent with the North Anna LTOP analysis, as 
described in the previous paragraph. Therefore, the Note has been revised to be 
consistent with the North Anna LTOP analysis.  

These more stringent controls on accumulator pressure and accumulator isolation will 
ensure that the assumptions of the North Anna LTOP design are met.  

7. Portions of TSTF-280, Revision 1, are not adopted. The revisions to LCO 3.4.12 made 
by TSTF-280, Revision 1, to clarify the application of the available options are not 
needed due to the changes made to the LCO to reflect the North Anna analysis and 
design.  

8. The North Anna PORVs are supplied from both the Instrument Air System and backup 
nitrogen accumulators. The backup nitrogen accumulators are needed for PORV 
OPERABILITY. A Surveillance is added to verify the OPERABILITY of the backup 
nitrogen supply. Subsequent items are renumbered as needed.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 2 Revision 1
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System 

3.4-10 ITS 3.4.12 ACTION C 
STS 3.4.12 ACTION C 
CTS 3.4.9.3 
JFD 6 
Beyond Scope Item 

NRC RAI: JFD 6 states that the North Anna low-temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) 
design assumes that an accumulator does not inject into the RCS while in the LTOP regime.  
ITS 3.4.12 ACTION C has been modified to reflect the North Anna LTOP design. However, CTS 
3.4.9.3 does not provide restrictions on the accumulator during LTOP applicability. Updated 
Final Safety analysis Report (UFSAR) Section 5.2.2.2 does not discuss this assumption.  
Comment: Provide more information on the North Anna LTOP design assumptions and 
analyses.  

Response: CTS 3.4.9.3 does not provide restrictions on the accumulators during the LTOP 
applicability because the model specification in NUREG-0452, Revision 3 (Westinghouse 
Standard Technical Specifications), which was the basis for the current North Anna 
specifications, did not include controls on accumulators in the LTOP specification. STS 3.4.12, 
LTOP System, applies restrictions on the accumulators. Therefore, in converting the North Anna 
CTS to the North Anna ITS, it was necessary to determine the appropriate controls on the 
accumulators in the LTOP regime. As stated in UFSAR Section 5.2.2.2, "Restrictions on 
allowable operating conditions and equipment operability requirements have been established to 
ensure that operating conditions are consistent with the assumptions of the accident analyses." 
There is an implicit assumption in the LTOP analyses that the accumulators are isolated when 
accumulator pressure is greater than the PORV lift setting in that there is no evaluation 
performed to demonstrate that a PORV can maintain RCS pressure below the LTOP limits 
should an accumulator inject into the RCS at a pressure greater than the PORV lift setting.  
Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that an accumulator does not inject in these circumstances.  
This assurance is provided by requiring the accumulators to be isolated and power be removed 
from the isolation valve operators. This ensures that a single event cannot result in the injection 
of an accumulator. JFD 6 was expanded to include additional justification.



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.12, LTOP SYSTEM 

1. The North Anna LTOP system does not assume the operation of the RHR suction relief 
.valves. References to the RHR suction relief valves are eliminated and the general term 
"RCS relief valves" is replaced with the more accurate "PORVs" throughout. The North 
Anna LTOP analysis assumes that only one charging pump and one Low Head Safety 
Injection (LHSI) pump are available for injection below the LTOP arming temperature.  
Appropriate changes are made to the ISTS and subsequent items are renumbered or 
relabeled as necessary.  

2. North Anna Power Station is not adopting a Pressure Temperature Limits Report (PTLR) 
and is retaining the LTOP in the Technical Specifications. References to the PTLR have 
been deleted.  

3. The brackets are removed and the proper plant specific information/value is provided.  

4. Changes are made to reflect those changes made to the ISTS.  

5. A requirement is added for verification that the PORV keyswitch is in the AUTO position 
in order to ensure that the LTOP System is activated. This Surveillance and Frequency 
are consistent with the CTS.  

6. The North Anna LTOP design assumes that an accumulator does not inject into the RCS 
while in the LTOP protection regime. The North Anna CTS does not provide restrictions PAZ 
on the accumulator during LTOP applicability as the existing standard when the North 3. q-I0 
Anna specifications were developed, NUREG-0452, did not address the accumulators in 34q1 
the LTOP range. Therefore, the accumulators were isolated under administrative AI 
controls. NUREG-1431 addresses the accumulators in the ISTS 3.4.12. Therefore, 
appropriate accumulator controls have been added to the North Anna ITS to reflect the 
North Anna design.  

There is an implicit assumption in the LTOP analyses that the accumulators are isolated 
when accumulator pressure is greater than the PORV lift setting in that there is no 
evaluation performed to demonstrate that a PORV can maintain RCS pressure below the . 1-to 
LTOP limits should an accumulator inject into the RCS at a pressure greater than the 3. q- L( 

PORV lift setting. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that an accumulator does not inject IP( 
in these circumstances. This assurance is provided by requiring the accumulators to be 
isolated and power be removed from the isolation valve operators. This ensures that a 
single event cannot result in the injection of an accumulator.  

The LCO is changed to require that the accumulator isolation valves be closed and power 
removed from the isolation valve operators. The requirement to remove power from the 
isolation valves provides additional assurance that inadvertent accumulator injection does 
not occur. LCO 3.4.12, Action C, is revised to provide Conditions for an accumulator not 
isolated and for power available to an accumulator isolation valve. The Required Actions 
have been changed to require removing power from the affected isolation valve within 
one hour.
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System 

3.4-11 ITS SR 3.4.12.3 
STS SR 3.4.12.3 
CTS 3.4.9.3 
JFD 6 

NRC RAI: JFD 6 states that the North Anna LTOP design assumes that an accumulator does 
not inject into the RCS while in the LTOP regime. ITS SR 3.4.12.3 has been modified by a 
NOTE to reflect the North Anna LTOP design. However, CTS 3.4.9.3 does not provide 
restrictions on the accumulator during LTOP applicability. UFSAR Section 5.2.2.2 does not 
discuss this assumption. Comment: Provide more information on the North Anna LTOP design 
assumptions and analyses.  

Response: CTS 3.4.9.3 does not provide restrictions on the accumulators during the LTOP 
applicability because the model specification in NUREG-0452, Revision 3 (Westinghouse 
Standard Technical Specifications), which was the basis for the current North Anna 
specifications, did not include controls on accumulators in the LTOP specification. STS 3.4.12, 
LTOP System, applies restrictions on the accumulators. Therefore, in converting the North Anna 
CTS to the North Anna ITS, it was necessary to determine the appropriate controls on the 
accumulators in the LTOP regime. As stated in UFSAR Section 5.2.2.2, "Restrictions on 
allowable operating conditions and equipment operability requirements have been established to 
ensure that operating conditions are consistent with the assumptions of the accident analyses." 
There is an implicit assumption in the LTOP analyses that the accumulators are isolated when 
accumulator pressure is greater than the PORV lift setting in that there is no evaluation 
performed to demonstrate that a PORV can maintain RCS pressure below the LTOP limits 
should an accumulator inject into the RCS at a pressure greater than the PORV lift setting.  
Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that an accumulator does not inject in these circumstances.  
This assurance is provided by SR 3.4.12.3 requiring verification every 12 hours that the 
accumulators are isolated and power is removed from the isolation valve operators whenever 
accumulator pressure is greater than the PORV lift setting. This ensures that a single event 
cannot result in the injection of an accumulator. JFD 6 was expanded to include additional 
justification.



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.12, LTOP SYSTEM 

1. The North Anna LTOP system does not assume the operation of the RHR suction relief 
valves. References to the RHR suction relief valves are eliminated and the general term 
"RCS relief valves" is replaced with the more accurate "PORVs" throughout. The North 
Anna LTOP analysis assumes that only one charging pump and one Low Head Safety 
Injection (LHSI) pump are available for injection below the LTOP arming temperature.  
Appropriate changes are made to the ISTS and subsequent items are renumbered or 
relabeled as necessary.  

2. North Anna Power Station is not adopting a Pressure Temperature Limits Report (PTLR) 
and is retaining the LTOP in the Technical Specifications. References to the PTLR have 
been deleted.  

3. The brackets are removed and the proper plant specific information/value is provided.  

4. Changes are made to reflect those changes made to the ISTS.  

5. A requirement is added for verification that the PORV keyswitch is in the AUTO position 
in order to ensure that the LTOP System is activated. This Surveillance and Frequency 
are consistent with the CTS.  

6. The North Anna LTOP design assumes that an accumulator does not inject into the RCS 
while in the LTOP protection regime. The North Anna CTS does not provide restrictions •9•"j 
on the accumulator during LTOP applicability as the existing standard when the North 3. ( Ic 
Anna specifications were developed, NUREG-0452, did not address the accumulators in 3. j( 

the LTOP range. Therefore, the accumulators were isolated under administrative 
controls. NUREG-1431 addresses the accumulators in the ISTS 3.4.12. Therefore, 
appropriate accumulator controls have been added to the North Anna ITS to reflect the 
North Anna design.  

There is an implicit assumption in the LTOP analyses that the accumulators are isolated 
when accumulator pressure is greater than the PORV lift setting in that there is no 
evaluation performed to demonstrate that a PORV can maintain RCS pressure below the 3. 1-'o 
LTOP limits should an accumulator inject into the RCS at a pressure greater than the 3. '-" 
PORV lift setting. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that an accumulator does not inject AI 
in these circumstances. This assurance is provided by requiring the accumulators to be 
isolated and power be removed from the isolation valve operators. This ensures that a 
single event cannot result in the injection of an accumulator.  

The LCO is changed to require that the accumulator isolation valves be closed and power 
removed from the isolation valve operators. The requirement to remove power from the 
isolation valves provides additional assurance that inadvertent accumulator injection does 
not occur. LCO 3.4.12, Action C, is revised to provide Conditions for an accumulator not 
isolated and for power available to an accumulator isolation valve. The Required Actions 
have been changed to require removing power from the affected isolation valve within 
one hour.
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System 

3.4-12 ITS LCO 3.4.12 
STS LCO 3.4.12 
CTS LCO 3.4.9.3 
JFD 7 
TSTF-280 Rev. 1 

NRC RAI: JFD 7 notes that TSTF-280 Rev. 1 was not fully adopted due to changes made to the 
LCO to reflect the North Anna analysis and design. However, the only apparent TSTF-280 Rev.  
1 change not adopted is "one of the following pressure relief capabilities:" which replaces "either 
a or b below." Attachment 3 of the North Anna submittal indicates that TSTF-280 Rev. 1 was 
incorporated. Comment: TSTF-280 Rev. 1 should be incorporated in its entirety.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the comment. The TSTF-280, Rev.  
1 change of the LCO wording to "one of the following pressure relief capabilities:" will be 
adopted.



LTOP System 
3.4.12

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System
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LTOP System 
3.4.12

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System

LCO 3.4.12 An LTOP System shall be OPERABLE with a maximum of one 
charging pump and one low head safety injection (LHSI) pump 
capable of injecting into the RCS and the accumulators 
isolated, with power removed from the isolation valve 
operators, and one of the following pressure relief 
capabilities: 

a. Two power operated relief valves (PORVs) with lift 
settings of:

1. • 500 psig (Unit 1), 415 psig (Unit 2) when any RCS cold 
leg temperature •235°F (Unit 1), 270°F (Unit 2)

2. • 395 psig (Unit 1), 375 psig 
leg temperature • 150°F (Unit

RAI 
3 4-12 
R I

(Unit 2) when any RCS cold 
1), 130°F (Unit 2)

b. The RCS depressurized and an RCS vent of Ž 2.07 square 
inches.  

- - - - - - - - ------- NOTES- - -----------
1. Two charging pumps may be made capable of injecting for 

• 1 hour for pump swapping operations.  

2. Accumulator isolation with power removed from the 
isolation valve operators is only required when 
accumulator pressure is greater than the PORV lift 
setting.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4 when any RCS cold leg temperature is 
2707F (Unit 2), 

MODE 5, 
MODE 6 when the reactor vessel head is on.

: 235 0F (Unit 1),

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Two LHSI pumps capable A.1 Initiate action to Immediately 
of injecting into the verify a maximum of 
RCS. one LHSI pump is 

capable of injecting 
into the RCS.

Rev 1 (Draft 1), 05/03/01North Anna Units 1 and 2 3.4.12-1



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.17 RCS Loop Isolation Valves 

3.4-13 ITS SR 3.4.17.1 and SR 3.4.17.2 
STS SR 3.4.17.1 
CTS SR 4.4.1.2 
JFD 1 

NRC RAI: ITS SR 3.4.17.1 and SR 3.4.17.2 proposes to split STS SR 3.4.17.1 into two 
surveillance requirements. This change appears to be generic in nature. Comment: A TSTF 
traveler should be submitted to generically change the STS to split SR 3.4.17.1 into two SRs.  
These changes also affect the ITS SR 3.4.17.1 Bases.  

Response: The Company does not agree with the action recommended in the Comment. ITS 
SR 3.4.17.1 was split into two Surveillances because at North Anna (and Surry), there is no 
remote indication of loop isolation valve position after power is removed from the valve actuator.  
This is a plant-specific design feature. Other Westinghouse plants that have loop isolation 
valves and that have converted to ITS, such as Byron and Braidwood, adopted SR 3.4.17.1 as 
written in the STS. Therefore, this change is not generic.



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.1 RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 

3.4-14 ITS LCO 3.4.1 BASES 
STS LCO 3.4.1 BASES 
JFD 1 

NRC RAI: JFD 1 proposes to not include two paragraphs from the STS LCO 3.4.1 BASES.  
These paragraphs provide plant-specific information on measurement error on RCS flow rate 
and fouling. The JFD did not provide adequate information as to why these two paragraphs 
were not included into the ITS LCO 3.4.1 BASES. Comment: Provide justification for not 
including these two paragraphs or incorporate into ITS BASES.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment. Additional justification 
is provided. As stated in JFD 1, changes have been made to the Bases to be consistent with 
the North Anna analysis and design. The discussion regarding inclusion of RCS total flow rate 
measurement error and bias to accommodate any undetected venturi fouling when performing 
the precision heat balance is not applicable to North Anna. North Anna utilizes a statistical 
combination of uncertainties when modeling DNBR which combines normal, steady state values 
with a statistical combination of uncertainties, such as measurement error. Therefore, there is 
no measurement error included in the RCS precision heat balance result.



RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 
B 3.4.1

Ir�•e' 4 1

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALY 

(continued

result in meeting the DNBR criterion 4a.3 4-- a 
SES .e -acce. mie ra p• Changes to 
I) the unit that could impact these parameters must be assessed 

for their impact on the DNBR criteria. The transients 
analyzed for include loss of coolant flow events and dropped 
or stuck rod events. A key assumption for the analysis of 
these events is that the core power distribution is within 
the limits of LCO 3.1W. "Control Bank Insertion Limits": 
LCO 3.2.3, -AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE CAFD)": and CO 

"o "QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QP-, " e

parameters satisfy Criterion 2 of h- C Pwcy

LCO This LCO specifies limits on the monitored process 
variables-pressurizer pressure, RCS average temperature.  
and RCS total flow rate-to ensure the core operates within 

o the limits assumed in the safety analyse . Operating within 
these limits will result in meeting the DNBR criterion in 

-- L the event of a DNB limited transient.  

RCS total ow rate contains a measure t error of [2.0]3 
based performing a precision hea alance and using the 
resf to calibrate the RCS flow e indicators. Potential 
f ing of the feedwater ventur, which might not be 
detected, could bias the re i from the precision heat 
balance in a nonconservate manner. Therefore, a penalty 
of [0.1]% for undetect fouling of the feedwater venturi 
raises the nominal f measurement allowance to [2.1]% for 
no fouling.  

Any fouling t might bias the flow rate measureme 
greater th [0.1]X can be detected by monitorin nd 
trendin harious plant performance parameters. f detected, 
eit e effect of the fouling shall be ntified and 
c nsated for in the RCS flow rate mea rement or the 

turi shall be cleaned to eliminate e fouling.

WOG STS B 3.4-2

-rsr;-rq 

0

(continued) 
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.1 BASES, RCS PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND FLOW DNB LIMITS 

1. Changes are made (additions, deletions, and/or changes) to the ISTS which reflect the 
plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis, or licensing 
basis description.  

2. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has been 
provided.  

3. The criteria of the NRC Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications 
Improvements have been included in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii). Therefore, references in the 
ISTS Bases to the NRC Final Policy Statement are revised in the ITS Bases to reference 
10 CFR 50.36.  

4. The Applicability Bases are revised to reflect the plant-specific analyses. The discussion 
of non-applicable MODES is taken from the Bases of ITS 3.2.2.  

5. The Bases are revised to reflect changes made to the ITS.  

6. Changes have been made to the LCO Bases to be consistent with the North Anna analysis 
and design. The ISTS Bases discussion regarding inclusion of RCS total flow rate 
measurement error and bias to accommodate any undetected venturi fouling when 
performing the precision heat balance is not applicable to North Anna. North Anna 
utilizes a statistical combination of uncertainties when modeling DNBR which combines 
normal, steady state values with a statistical combination of uncertainties, such as 
measurement error. Therefore, there is no measurement error included in the RCS 
precision heat balance result.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 1 Revision 1
North Anna Units I and 2 Page 1 Revision 1



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.1 RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 

3.4-15 ITS SR 3.4.1.4 BASES 
STS SR 3.4.1.4 BASES 
JFD 5 

NRC RAI: ITS SR 3.4.1.4 BASES does not include the discussion about the SR NOTE. This 
note was not incorporated into ITS SR 3.4.1.4. As stated in question 3.4-01, this note should be 
incorporated into ITS SR 3.4.1.4. Comment: Incorporated discussion of SR NOTE into ITS SR 
3.4.1.4 BASES.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment, with certain 
modifications. STS 3.4.1.4 requires verification by precision heat balance that RCS total flow 
rate is > 295,000 gpm and greater than or equal to the limit specified in the COLR every 18 
months. The STS SR is modified by a Note that states, "Not required to be performed until 24 
hours after > 90% RTP." This Note performs two purposes. First, it allows entry into MODE 1 if 
the Surveillance has not been met. Without the Note, if the Surveillance has not been met within 
its Frequency (18 months + 25%, or 22.5 months), entry into MODE 1 without first performing the 
Surveillance is prohibited by SR 3.0.4. As stated in JFD 2, this test is currently performed after 
each startup, typically a few weeks after achieving full power. The second purpose of the Note is 
to specify a maximum time after reaching full power following refueling before performing the 
Surveillance. The Note allows 24 hours after exceeding 90% RTP. As described in JFD 2, this 
restriction cannot be met at North Anna. Establishment of the conditions for performance of the 
precision heat balance is time consuming and requires installation of equipment and 
establishment of stable operating conditions. Twenty-four hours after exceeding 90% RTP does 
not allow sufficient time to establish stable plant conditions, install the instrumentation, perform 
the test, and analyze the results. Therefore, the Note has been modified to state, "Not required 
to be performed until 30 days after _> 90% RTP." The Bases have been modified as necessary 
to reflect this change. This provides time to reach a stable operating condition after startup, 
install the necessary equipment, perform the test, and analyze the results. See also the 
response to Question 3.4-1.



RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 
B 3.4.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.2 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

following load changes and other expected transient 
operations. The 12 hour interval has been shown by 
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for 
potential degradation and to verify operation is within 
safety analysis assumptions.  

SR 3.4,1.3 

The 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS total flow rate 
is performed using the installed flow instrumentation. The 
12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be 
sufficient to regularly assess potential degradation and to 
verify operation within safety analysis assumptions.  

SR 3.4.1.4 

Measurement of RCS total flow rate by performance of a 
precision calorimetric heat balance once every X8rmonths 6Z 
allows the installed RCS flow instrumentation to be 
calibrated and verifies the actual RCS flow rate is greater 
than or equal to the minimum required RCS flow rate.  

The Frequency of Y18months reflects the importance of 
verifying flow after a refueling outage when the core has 
been altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow 
resistance.

This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into MODE 1, 
without having performed the SR. and placement of the unit 
in the best condition for performing the SR. The Note 
,states that the SRis not re uired to be prformed until 

after o RTP. •rhis exeption is approprete "• 
sinc e neat bal e requires IMl plant to be at minim



RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 
B 3.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

SR 3.4.1.4 

Measurement of RCS total flow rate by performance of a 
precision calorimetric heat balance once every 18 months 
allows the installed RCS flow instrumentation to be 
calibrated and verifies the actual RCS flow rate is greater 
than or equal to the minimum required RCS flow rate.

The Frequency of 18 months reflects the importance of 
verifying flow after a refueling outage when the core has 
been altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow 
resistance. 

This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into MODE 1, 
without having performed the SR, and placement of the unit in 
the best condition for performing the SR. The Note states 
that the SR is not required to be performed until 30 days 
after Ž 90% RTP. The 30 day period after reaching 90% RTP is 
reasonable to establish stable operating conditions, install 
the test equipment, perform the test, and analyze the 
results. The Surveillance shall be performed within 30 days 
after reaching 90% RTP.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

Rev 1, (Draft 1), 05/03/01
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.2 Minimum Temperature for Criticality 

3.4-16 ITS SR 3.4.2.1 BASES 

NRC RAI: Insert for ITS SR 3.4.2.1 BASES is missing an 's' on Surveillance. The sentence 
should read ... and is consistent with other routine Surveillances which are typically performed 
once per shift. Comment: Add 's' to Surveillance.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment. The wording of the 
SR will be modified to state "Surveillances."



ITS 3.4.2 BASES, RCS MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY 

INSERT 

RCS loop average temperature is required to be verified at or above 541 'F every 12 hours.  
The SR to verify RCS loop average temperatures every 12 hours takes into account 
indications and alarms that are continuously available to the operator in the control room RAT 
and is consistent with other routine Surveillances which are typically performed once per I •.i-14 
shift. In addition, operators are trained to be sensitive to RCS temperature during approach x t 
to criticality and will ensure that the minimum temperature for criticality is met as criticality is 
approached.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Insert to Page B 3.4-8 Revision 1
North Anna Units 1 and 2 Insert to Page B 3.4-8 Revision 1



RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality 
B 3.4.2

BASES

A.1

If the parameters that are outside the limit cannot be 
restored, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO 
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be 
brought to MODE 2 with keff < 1.0 within 30 minutes. Rapid 
reactor shutdown can be readily and practically achieved 
within a 30 minute period. The allowed time is reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 2 with keff 
< 1.0 in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

SR 3.4.2.1 

RCS loop average temperature is required to be verified at or 
above 5417F every 12 hours. The SR to verify RCS loop average 
temperatures every 12 hours takes into account indications 
and alarms that are continuously available to the operator 
in the control room and is consistent with other routine 
Surveillances which are typically performed once per shift.  
In addition, operators are trained to be sensitive to RCS 
temperature during approach to criticality and will ensure 
that the minimum temperature for criticality is met as 
criticality is approached.

None.

Rev 1 (Draft 1), 05/03/01
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.5 RCS Loops - MODE 3 

3.4-17 ITS 3.4.5 ACTIONS C1, C2 and C3 BASES 

NRC RAI: The BASES for ITS 3.4.5 ACTIONS C1, C2, and C3 were modified to delete the 
words "must be suspended." With this deletion, the BASES are not consistent with the ITS 
ACTIONS and STS BASES. Comment: The words "must be suspended" need to be reinserted 
into the ITS 3.4.5 ACTIONS C1, C2, and C3 BASES.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment. The wording of the 
Action will be modified to restore the phrase, "must be suspended."



RCS Loops-MODE 3 
B 3.4.5

BASES

)ie Required Act* is either to 
l p to operat h or to de-energ

RTBs or de-eergizing the motor 
the RTBs arO in the closed po It 
capable o0 rod withdrawal. i is 
excursi could occur in t ever 
rod widrawal. This man tes hi 
cap ity of two RCS laoo in oper 
i operation, the RTBs st be or 

1 hour to restore e requirec 
/dee-energize all C is adequate 

"operations in an derlymanner v 
risk for an und time period.

(p/162r 1/4e 4c10 

Co4,+Mlk 4
I' e� 

h, ccVEa�lc dfJ'�'J

If (rtwo•,YCS loops are inoperable or •.RCS loop is in 

oeration. exce as during conditions permitted by the N, 
in. section. 11 CRDMs must be de-enerC ized by 
opening the RTBs or de-energizing the I• &-+L-1 

Smust be sus e *el and action to restore one of the RS 
rloops to OPEAL satus and operation must be initiated.  

Boron dilution requires forced circulation for p roper 
S ixing. and opening the RTBs or de-energizing the MG sets 

.jremoves the-possibility of an inadvertent rod withdrawal.• 
/ The immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of 
J.maintaining operation for heat removal. The action to 

restore must be continued until one loop is restored to 
OPERABLE status and operation.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.5.1 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the 
required loops are in operation. Verification includes flow 
rate. temperature, and pump status monitoring, which help 
ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. The 
Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient considering other 
indications and alarms available to the operator in the 
control room to monitor RCS loop performance.

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 3 
B 3.4.5 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 

If one required RCS loop is inoperable, redundancy for heat 
removal is lost. The Required Action is restoration of the 
required RCS loop to OPERABLE status within the Completion 
Time of 72 hours. This time allowance is a justified period 
to be without the redundant, nonoperating loop because a 
single loop in operation has a heat transfer capability 
greater than that needed to remove the decay heat produced in 
the reactor core and because of the low probability of a 
failure in the remaining loop occurring during this period.  

B.1 

If restoration is not possible within 72 hours, the unit 
must be brought to MODE 4. In MODE 4, the unit may be placed 
on the Residual Heat Removal System. The additional 
Completion Time of 12 hours is compatible with required 
operations to achieve cooldown and depressurization from the 
existing unit conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

C.1, C.2, and C.3 

If two required RCS loops are inoperable or a required RCS 
loop is not in operation, except as during conditions 
permitted by the Note in the LCO section, place the Rod 
Control System in a condition incapable of rod withdrawal 
(e.g., all CRDMs must be de-energized by opening the RTBs or 
de-energizing the MG sets). All operations involving 
introduction of coolant into the RCS with boron 
concentration less than required to meet the minimum SDM of 
LCO 3.1.1 must be suspended, and action to restore one of the 13.4-17• 
RCS loops to OPERABLE status and operation must be Ri 

initiated. Boron dilution requires forced circulation for 
proper mixing, and opening the RTBs or de-energizing the MG 
sets removes the possibility of an inadvertent rod 
withdrawal. Suspending the introduction of coolant into the 
RCS of coolant with boron concentration less than required 
to meet the minimum SDM of LCO 3.1.1 is required to assure 
continued safe operation. With coolant added without forced 
circulation, unmixed coolant could be introduced to the 
core, however coolant added with boron concentration meeting 
the minimum SDM maintains acceptable margin to subcritical 
operations. The immediate Completion Time reflects the 
importance of maintaining operation for heat removal. The 
action to restore must be continued until one loop is 
restored to OPERABLE status and operation.

Rev 1 (Draft 1), 05/03/01North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.4.5-4



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.5 RCS Loops - MODE 3 

3.4-18 ITS SR 3.4.5.3 BASES 
TSTF-265 Rev. 2 

NRC RAI: STS SR 3.4.5.3 requires the licensee to verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump. This wording was approved via TSTF-265 
Rev. 2. ITS SR 3.4.5.3 BASES did not adopt TSTF-265 Rev. 2 in its entirety. ITS SR 3.4.5.3 
would verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power to the required pump not in 
operation. The TSTF revised the SR to clarify that the surveillance is applicable to each 
required pump regardless of its operating status since both pumps may be operating.  
Comment: TSTF-265 Rev. 2 should be adopted in its entirety.  

Response: The Company does not agree with the action recommended in the Comment.  
"TSTF-265 revises SR 3.4.8.2 from, "Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power are 
available to the required pump that is not in operation," to "Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump." The TSTF-265 modifications to the SR 
would require performance of SR 3.4.8.2 on operating loops when, as stated in the TSTF-265 
changes to the Bases, operation is evidence of proper breaker alignment and power availability.  
As a result, the proposed changes in TSTF-265 add additional administrative burden with no 
compensatory increase in safety. Therefore, the Company will retain the CTS requirements and 
will propose a generic change to the ISTS. Attachment 3 of the submittal has been revised to 
indicate that TSTF-265 was only partially incorporated. See also the response to Questions 3, 4, 
5, 6, 21,24, and 26.



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.6 RCS Loops - MODE 4 

3.4-19 ITS 3.4.6 APPLICABILITY BASES 

NRC RAI: ITS 3.4.6 APPLICABILITY BASES proposed to change the BASES wording from 
"meet single failure considerations" to "provide redundancy for heat removal." The JFD number 
beside the proposed change is 6. However, JFD 6 does not exist for this section. Comment: 
Provide JFD for proposed change.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment. JFD 6 was 
inadvertently deleted and will be restored. JFD 6 states, "The Applicability Bases state, 
'However, two loops consisting of any combination of RCS and RHR loops are required to be 
OPERABLE to meet single failure considerations.' In the Background section of the Bases for 
this Specification, the need for a second loop is stated as, 'The other intent of this LCO is to 
require that two paths be OPERABLE to provide redundancy for heat removal.' This is a more 
accurate statement of the requirement. The term 'single failure' is typically used to describe an 
accident analysis assumption and the accident analyses performed for MODE 4 do not assume 
the single failure of a heat removal loop. The Applicability Bases have been revised to describe 
the requirement using the wording from the Bases Background section."



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.6 BASES, RCS LOOPS - MODE 4 

1. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has been 
provided.  

2. Changes are made (additions, deletions, and/or changes) to the ISTS which reflect the 
plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis, or licensing 
basis description.  

3. The criteria of the NRC Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications 
Improvements have been included in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii). Therefore, references in the 
ISTS Bases to the NRC Final Policy Statement are revised in the ITS Bases to reference 
10 CFR 50.36.  

4. The Bases are changed to state that two decay heat removal paths must be OPERABLE 
instead of stating that two loops must be available. The LCO requires two paths to be 
OPERABLE. The term "available" is unclear in this context and could lead to 
misinterpretation of the requirements.  

5. Changes are made to reflect those changes made to the ISTS. The following 
requirements are renumbered or revised, where applicable, to reflect the changes.  

6. The Applicability Bases state, "However, two loops consisting of any combination of RAI 
RCS and RHR loops are required to be OPERABLE to meet single failure S.1-9 
considerations." In the Background section of the Bases for this Specification, the need •,. '-4t 
for a second loop is stated as, "The other intent of this LCO is to require that two paths be let 
OPERABLE to provide redundancy for heat removal." This is a more accurate statement 
of the requirement. The term "single failure" is typically used to describe an accident 
analysis assumption and the accident analyses performed for MODE 4 do not assume the 
single failure of a heat removal loop. The Applicability Bases have been revised to 
describe the requirement using the wording from the Bases Background section.

North Anna Units I and 2 Page 1 Revision 1
North Anna Units I and 2 Page I Revision I



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.6 RCS Loops - MODE 4 

3.4-20 ITS 3.4.6 ACTIONS B1 and B2 BASES 
TSTF-263 Rev. 3 

NRC RAI: ITS 3.4.6 ACTIONS B1 and B2 BASES proposed word changes to the BASES. It is 
stated that the proposed changes are consistent with TSTF-263. Some of the proposed 
changes are not consistent with TSTF-263 and no JFD was provided. Comment: TSTF-263 
wording should be retained, otherwise provide justification for proposed changes. If the 
proposed changes are generic, then a TSTF traveler should be proposed.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment. TSTF-263, Revision 
1, was incorporated instead of the approved Revision 3. The Bases will be revised to 
incorporate TSTF-263, Revision 3.



RCS Loops-MODE 4 
B 3.4.6

BASES

ACTIONS gr)(continued)
[ looj)4st be rest < to OPE status j;-provide a 

T•-- for dera--ret oremov ., 

lo, i dstore t uimsu owti 
•J ••H#/•p, Jurs. Bringing the unit to MODE 5 is a conservative 

6OP1£A L.A ftF action with regard to decay heat removal. With only one RHR 
loop OPERABLE. redundancy for decay heat removal is lost 
and, in the event of a loss of the remaining RHR loog_.it 
would be safer to initiate that loss from MODE 5(( F) 
rather than MODE 4 . The Completiofn W 
24 hours is a reason-abletime, based on operating 
experience, to reach MODE 5 from MODE 4 in an orderly manner 
and without challenging ystems.  
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conditions ermiftted 
operations involVi-g@ 
must be suspended anc

-xnargin to criticality must not be reduced in this type 
of operation t!1he-impediate Completion Times reflect the 
importance of maintaining operation for decay heat removal.  
The action to restore must be continued until one loop is 
restored to OPERABLE status and operation.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

WOG STS

SR 3.4.6.1 ". - re 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that RCS or 
RHR loop is in operation. Verification includes flow rate.  
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure 
that forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency 
of 12 hours is sufficient considering other indications and 
alarms available to the operator in the control room to 
monitor RCS and RHR loop performance.

B 3.4-30

(continued) 
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.2 
(continued) 

If restoration is not accomplished and an RHR loop is 
OPERABLE, the unit must be brought to MODE 5 within 
24 hours. Bringing the unit to MODE 5 is a conservative 
action with regard to decay heat removal. With only one RHR 
loop OPERABLE, redundancy for decay heat removal is lost 
and, in the event of a loss of the remaining RHR loop, it 
would be safer to initiate that loss from MODE 5 rather than 
MODE 4. The Completion Time of 24 hours is a reasonable 
time, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 5 from 

-MODE 4 in an orderly-manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

This Required Action is modified by a Note which indicates 
that the unit must be placed in MODE 5 only if an RHR loop is 
OPERABLE. With no RHR loop OPERABLE, the unit is in a 
condition with only limited cooldown capabilities.  
Therefore, the actions are to be concentrated on the 
restoration of an RHR loop, rather than a cooldown of 
extended duration.  

B.1 and B.2 

RAI If two required loops are inoperable or a required loop is 34-20 

not in operation, except during conditions permitted by R 

Note 1 in the LCO section, all operations involving 
introduction of coolant into the RCS with boron 
concentration less than required to meet the minimum SDM of 
LCO 3.1.1 must be suspended and action to restore one RCS or 
RHR loop to OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated.  
The required margin to criticality must not be reduced in 
this type of operation. Suspending the introduction of 
coolant into the RCS of coolant with boron concentration 
less than required to meet the minimum SDM of LCO 3.1.1 is 
required to assure continued safe operation. With coolant 
added without forced circulation, unmixed coolant could be 
introduced to the core, however coolant added with boron 
concentration meeting the minimum SDM maintains acceptable 
margin to subcritical operations. The immediate Completion 
Times reflect the importance of maintaining operation for 
decay heat removal. The action to restore must be continued 
until one loop is restored to OPERABLE status and operation.

Rev 1 (Draft 1), 05/03/01North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.4.6-4



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.6 RCS Loops - MODE 4 

3.4-21 ITS SR 3.4.6.3 BASES 
TSTF-265 Rev. 2 

NRC RAI: STS SR 3.4.6.3 requires the licensee to verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump. This wording was approved via TSTF-265 
Rev. 2. ITS SR 3.4.6.3 BASES did not adopt TSTF-265 Rev. 2 in its entirety. ITS SR 3.4.6.3 
would verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power to the required pump not in 
operation. The TSTF revised the SR to clarify that the surveillance is applicable to each 
required pump regardless of its operating status since both pumps may be operating.  
Comment: TSTF-265 Rev. 2 should be adopted in its entirety.  

Response: The Company does not agree with the action recommended in the Comment.  
TSTF-265 revises SR 3.4.8.2 from, "Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power are 
available to the required pump that is not in operation," to "Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump." The TSTF-265 modifications to the SR 
would require performance of SR 3.4.8.2 on operating loops when, as stated in the TSTF-265 
changes to the Bases, operation is evidence of proper breaker alignment and power availability.  
As a result, the proposed changes in TSTF-265 add additional administrative burden with no 
compensatory increase in safety. Therefore, the Company will retain the CTS requirements and 
will propose a generic change to the ISTS. Attachment 3 of the submittal has been revised to 
indicate that TSTF-265 was only partially incorporated. See also the response to Questions 3, 4, 
5, 6,18, 24, and 26.



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 

3.4-22 ITS 3.4.7 ACTIONS C1 and C2 BASES 
TSTF-263 Rev.3 

NRC RAI: ITS 3.4.7 ACTIONS Cl and C2 BASES proposed word changes to the BASES. It is 
stated that the proposed changes are consistent with TSTF-263. However, not all of the 
changes as described in TSTF-263 Rev. 3 were incorporated. Specifically, the first part of the 
first sentence should state "If a required RHR loop is not in operation,..." ITS BASES state "If no 
required RHR loop is in operation ...." Comment: TSTF-263 Rev. 3 wording should be retained, 
otherwise provide justification for proposed changes.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment. TSTF-263, Revision 3 
will be incorporated. This also resulted in editorial changes ITS 3.4.7, Conditions A and B.



RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7

BASES 

APPLICABILITY or the secondary .id water level of at leastg)SGPis 
ontinued) required to be > J17 1 

6'C~s MOS sco Y. W I'V Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

re •d cý • LCO 3.4.4. "RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2": 
LCO 3.4.5. "RCS LooDs-MODE 3":(Jec '.rW0 

4-is- &C~A1~A~reý4ic ~3,Lf, e~iP~_S

LCO 
LCO 
LCO

3.4.6.  
3.4.8.  
3.9.5.

LCO 3.9.6.

"RCS Loops-MODE 4"; 
"RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Not Filled": "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant 
Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6): and 

"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant 
Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

ACTIONS 3 
If one RHR loop is en required Sw ali 
secondary side water level N . redundancy for heat 
removal is lost. Action must enitiated imediately to 

restore a second RHR loop to OPERABLE status or to restore 
the required SGrcondary side water 1evelf1 Either 
Required Actiron(jEi R'eO ACten A.2 will restore 
redundant heat removal paths. The immediate Completion Time 
reflects the importance of maintaining the availability of 
two paths for heat removal. 263 

if R loop is ioperation xcept during conditions R 
permitted by Note 1, or if no,. oo is OPERABLE. all [ ev. # 
operations involving o ron •centr .  
must be suspended and action o res ore one oo 100 
OPERABLE status and oeration must be initiated. o_ vent 

ron o0ln. rorcP'Crcu1 ation Is-eqUiTMre ojptevide ' 4 
pro mixingan I eserve the in to criti ca'fly in 

of a " . e/nm ae ompei-on Times ref ec 
importan-ce -o maintaining operation for heat removal.

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7

BASES

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with the unisolated portion of the RCS loops 
filled, this LCO requires forced circulation of the reactor 
coolant to remove decay heat from the core and to provide 
proper boron mixing. One loop of RHR provides sufficient 
circulation for these purposes. However, one additional RHR 
loop is required to be OPERABLE, or the secondary side water 
level of at least one SG is required to be Ž 17% with the 
associated loop isolation valves open.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO 
LCO 
LCO 
LCO 
LCO

3.4.4, 
3.4.5, 
3.4.6, 
3.4.8, 
3.9.5,

LCO 3.9.6,

"RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2"; 
"RCS Loops-MODE 3"; 
"RCS Loops-MODE 4"; 
"RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled"; 
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant 
Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 

"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant 
Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

If all RCS loops are isolated, an SG cannot be used for decay 
heat removal and RCS water inventory is substantially 
reduced. In this circumstance, LCO 3.4.8 applies.

A.1. A.2, B.1. and B.2

If one RHR loop is OPERABLE and any required SG has secondary 
side water level < 17%, redundancy for heat removal is lost.  
Action must be initiated immediately to restore a second RHR 
loop to OPERABLE status or to restore the required SG 
secondary side water level. Either Required Action will 
restore redundant heat removal paths. The immediate 
Completion Time reflects the importance of maintaining the 
availability of two paths for heat removal.  

C.1 and C.2 

If a required RHR loop is not in operation, except during 
conditions permitted by Note 1 and Note 4, or if no required 
RHR loop is OPERABLE, all operations involving introduction 
of coolant into the RCS with boron concentration less than 
required to meet the minimum SDM of LCO 3.1.1 must be 
suspended and action to restore one RHR loop to OPERABLE 
status and operation must be initiated. Suspending the 
introduction of coolant into the RCS of coolant with boron 
concentration less than required to meet the minimum SDM of 

(continued)

Rev 1 (Draft 1), 05/03/01
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ITS 3.4.7, RCS LOOPS - MODE 5, LOOPS FILLED

INSERT

7 r 

A. One required RHR loop

A. One required RHR loop 
inoperable.  

AND 

One RHR loop 
OPERABLE.

B. One or more required 
SGs with secondary side 
water level not within 
limits.  

AND 

One RHR loop 
OPERABLE.

A.1 Initiate action to restore a 
second RHR loop to 
OPERABLE status.

OR 

A.2 Initiate action to restore 
required SGs secondary 
side water level to within 
limits.

B.1 Initiate action to restore a 
second RHR loop to 
OPERABLE status.

OR 

B.2 Initiate action to restore 
required SGs secondary 
side water level to within 
limits.

Immediately 

Immediately

l3 2Z I,•I

Immediately 

Immediately

.1.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Insert to Page 3.4-15 Revision 1
North Anna Units I and 2 Insert to Page 3.4-15 Revision I



RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled 
3.4.7

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One required RHR loop A.1 Initiate action to Immediately 
inoperable, restore a second RHR 

loop to OPERABLE 
AND status.  

One RHR loop OPERABLE. OR 

A.2 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore required SGs 
secondary side water 
level to within 
limits.  

B. One or more required B.1 Initiate action to Immediately 
SGs with secondary restore a second RHR 
side water level not loop to OPERABLE 
within limits, status.  

AND OR 

One RHR loop OPERABLE. B.2 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore required SGs 
secondary side water 
level to within 
limits.  

C. No required RHR loops C.1 Suspend operations Immediately 
OPERABLE. that would cause 

introduction into the 
OR RCS, coolant with 

boron concentration 
Required RHR loop not less than required to 
in operation. meed SDM of LCO 3.1.1.  

AND 

C.2 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore one RHR loop 
to OPERABLE status and 
operation.

Rev 1 (Draft 1), 05/03/01

I RAI 3.4-22 
R1 

I RAI 3.4-22 
IR1 

RAI 3.4-22 
R1 

IRAI 3.4-22 
I Ri
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 

3.4-23 ITS 3.4.7 ACTIONS C1 and C2 
TSTF-263 Rev. 3 

NRC RAI: ITS 3.4.7 ACTIONS Cl and C2 BASES proposed word changes to the BASES. It is 
stated that the proposed changes are consistent with TSTF-263. Some of the proposed 
changes are not consistent with TSTF-263. The JFD (JFD 4) that was provided was not 
sufficient to justify the proposed changes. Comment: TSTF-263 wording should be retained, 
otherwise provide justification for proposed changes. If the proposed changes are generic, then 
a TSTF traveler should be proposed.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment. JFD 4 is expanded to 
describe the changes made to the STS that are not associated with TSTF-263.



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.7 BASES, RCS LOOPS - MODE 5, LOOPS FILLED 

1. Changes are made to reflect those changes made to the ISTS. The following 
requirements are renumbered or revised, where applicable, to reflect the changes.  

2. The criteria of the NRC Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications 
Improvements have been included in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii). Therefore, references in the 
ISTS Bases to the NRC Final Policy Statement are revised in the ITS Bases to reference 
10 CFR 50.36.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has been 
provided.  

4. The ISTS Bases to 3.4.7, Conditions C. l and C.2 (as modified by TSTF-263) state, "If a 0r" 
required RHR loop is not in operation, except during conditions permitted by Note 1 ".  
However, both Note 1 and Note 4 allow the required RHR loop to not be in operation. iei 
Therefore, the Bases are revised to state, "except during conditions permitted by Note 1 
and Note 4." 

5. Information was added to the Bases to clarify the effect of the loop isolation valves on the 
Specification. The LCO Bases are modified to make clear that the loop isolation valves 
associated with any Steam Generator being credited to meet the LCO requirements must 
be open. In addition, clarification is added to the Applicability portion of the Bases to 
make clear that the condition "loops filled" applies to those portions of the RCS that are 
not isolated from the RCS. This appropriate because the steam generators in unisolated 
loops can still be used as a heat sink.  

6. The LCO Bases state, "An additional RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE to meet 
single failure considerations." In the Background section of the Bases for this 
Specification, the need for a second RHR loop is stated as, "The other intent of this LCO 
is to require that a second path be available to provide redundancy for heat removal." 
This is a more accurate statement of the requirement. The term "single failure" is 
typically used to describe an accident analysis assumption and the accident analyses 
performed for MODE 5 do not assume the single failure of an RHR loop. The LCO 
Bases have been revised to describe the LCO requirement using the wording from the 
Bases Background section.  

7. Changes are made (additions, deletions, and/or changes) to the ISTS which reflect the 
plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis, or licensing 
basis description.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 1 Revision 1



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 

3.4-24 ITS SR 3.4.7.3 BASES 
TSTF-265 Rev. 2 

NRC RAI: STS SR 3.4.7.3 requires the licensee to verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump. This wording was approved via TSTF-265 
Rev. 2. ITS SR 3.4.7.3 BASES did not adopt TSTF-265 Rev. 2 in its entirety. ITS SR 3.4.7.3 
would verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power to the required pump not in 
operation. The TSTF revised the SR to clarify that the surveillance is applicable to each 
required pump regardless of its operating status since both pumps may be operating.  
Comment: TSTF-265 Rev. 2 should be adopted in its entirety.  

Response: The Company does not agree with the action recommended in the Comment.  
TSTF-265 revises SR 3.4.8.2 from, "Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power are 
available to the required pump that is not in operation," to "Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump." The TSTF-265 modifications to the SR 
would require performance of SR 3.4.8.2 on operating loops when, as stated in the TSTF-265 
changes to the Bases, operation is evidence of proper breaker alignment and power availability.  
As a result, the proposed changes in TSTF-265 add additional administrative burden with no 
compensatory increase in safety. Therefore, the Company will retain the CTS requirements and 
will propose a generic change to the ISTS. Attachment 3 of the submittal has been revised to 
indicate that TSTF-265 was only partially incorporated. See also the response to Questions 3, 4, 
5, 6, 18, 21 and 26.



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.8 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 

3.4-25 ITS 3.4.8 ACTIONS B1 and B2 BASES 
TSTF-263 Rev. 3 

NRC RAI: ITS 3.4.8 ACTIONS B1 and B2 BASES proposed word changes to the BASES. It is 
stated that the proposed changes are consistent with TSTF-263. Some of the proposed 
changes are not consistent with TSTF-263 and no JFD was provided. Comment: TSTF-263 
wording should be retained, otherwise provide justification for proposed changes. If the 
proposed changes are generic, then a TSTF traveler should be proposed.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment. TSTF-263, Revision 
1, was incorporated instead of the approved Revision 3. The Bases will be revised to 
incorporate TSTF-263, Revision 3. This also resulted in a editorial change to ITS 3.4.8, 
Condition B markup (changed "loops" to "loop".) The typed ITS is correct.



RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8

BASES 

ACTIONS B.1 and B,_2 (!IIe-~I 
(continued) .  

If no required 1 _ooPIXuOPERABLE or n operation, - 7-sF- ' .except during conditions permitted by Note 1- a11,owerations .) , / xinvolving(1.299 • RCSA on aencertplfion)Mnust be - I 
suspended and action must be initiated immeiately to 
restore an .HR 1oo to OPERABLE status and operation._- T<"

margin to criticality must not be reduced in this re tp2T oertoni The immediate Completion Time reflects 

h importance of maintaining operation for heat removal.  
The action to restore must continue until one loop is 
restored to OPERABLE status and operation.

SR 3.4.8.1 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that ioop 
is in operation. Verification includes flow rate.  
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure 
that forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency 
of 12 hours is sufficient considering other indications and 
alarms available to the operator in the control room to 
monitor RHR loop performance.

SR 3.4.8.2 

Verification that the requiredn of pumps'f OPERABLE ) ensures thatadditional pumpw'can De placed in operation, if 
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant 
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper, 
breaker alignment and power available to the. required pumpV.  
The Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of 
other administrative controls available and has been shown 
to be acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES ( None.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

T5sý 4'-)c-

/ REFERENCES 

None.

WOG STS B 3.4-q-Rv1 04107/95 
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 
(continued) 

If no required loop is OPERABLE or the required loop is not 
in operation, except during conditions permitted by Note 1, I.-25 
all operations involving introduction of coolant into the Ri 

RCS with boron concentration less than required to meet the 
minimum SDM of LCO 3.1.1 must be suspended and action must be 
initiated immediately to restore an RHR loop to OPERABLE 
status and operation. The required margin to criticality 
must not be reduced in this type of operation. Suspending the 
introduction of coolant into the RCS of coolant with boron 
concentration less than required to meet the minimum SDM of 
LCO 3.1.1 is required to assure continued safe operation.  
With coolant added without forced circulation, unmixed 
coolant could be introduced to the core, however coolant 
added with boron concentration meeting the minimum SDM 
maintains acceptable margin to subcritical operations. The 
immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of 
maintaining operation for heat removal. The action to 
restore must continue until one loop is restored to OPERABLE 
status and operation.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the 
required loop is in operation. Verification includes flow 
rate, temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help 
ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. The 
Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient considering other 
indications and alarms available to the operator in the 
control room to monitor RHR loop performance.  

SR 3.4.8.2 

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that 
an additional pump can be placed in operation, if needed, to 
maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation.  
Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker 
alignment and power available to the required pump. The 
Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of 
other administrative controls available and has been shown 
to be acceptable by operating experience.  

This SR is modified by a Note that states the SR is not 
required to be performed until 24 hours after a required 
pump is not in operation.

Rev 1 (Draft 1), 05/03/01North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.4.8-3



I C_• T i•u •/ i• {RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
3.4.8 

con inue L_ e_.0 - __-.

CONDITION REQUIRED A4TION I COMPLETION TIME
-I I

M RR op ioopj 

~ op-erati on.

B.1 /Suspen l11 
(oper ons involvin 
Iresiction in RCS 

_ ron concentrat' n.

AND 

B.2 Initiate action to 
restore one RHR loop 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation.

SJý 7?- " -.2 -2

T• ~rzg-.?

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 
SURVEMLLANFRE 

FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.8.1 Verify oJRHR loop is in operation.

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to. the 
required RHR pump that is not in operation.

3.4-18

12 hours 7T•TP- ý -_?3

7 days 7ý7r

Rev 1, 04/07/95

Immedi ately 

Immedi atel y
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.8 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 

3.4-26 ITS SR 3.4.8.2 BASES 
TSTF-265 Rev. 2 

NRC RAI: STS SR 3.4.8.2 requires the licensee to verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump. This wording was approved via TSTF-265 
Rev. 2. ITS SR 3.4.8.2 BASES did not adopt TSTF-265 Rev. 2 in its entirety. ITS SR 3.4.8.2 
would verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power to the required pump not in 
operation. The TSTF revised the SR to clarify that the surveillance is applicable to each 
required pump regardless of its operating status since both pumps may be operating.  
Comment: TSTF-265 Rev. 2 should be adopted in its entirety.  

Response: The Company does not agree with the action recommended in the Comment.  
TSTF-265 revises SR 3.4.8.2 from, "Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power are 
available to the required pump that is not in operation," to "Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to each required pump." The TSTF-265 modifications to the SR 
would require performance of SR 3.4.8.2 on operating loops when, as stated in the TSTF-265 
changes to the Bases, operation is evidence of proper breaker alignment and power availability.  
As a result, the proposed changes in TSTF-265 add additional administrative burden with no 
compensatory increase in safety. Therefore, the Company will retain the CTS requirements and 
will propose a generic change to the ISTS. Attachment 3 of the submittal has been revised to 
indicate that TSTF-265 was only partially incorporated. See also the response to Questions 3, 4, 
5, 6, 18, 21 and 24.



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves 

3.4-27 ITS 3.4.11 ACTIONS D1 and D2 BASES 
STS 3.4.11 ACTIONS Cl and C2 BASES 

NRC RAI: The proposed wording changes to the ITS 3.4.11 ACTIONS D1 and D2 BASES (mark 
up copy) is not consistent with the STS and ITS BASES. The mark up copy of ITS states "... 72 
hours, the PORV may be returned to manual control." The STS BASES states "... 72 hours, the 
power will be restored to the PORV." The clean copy of the ITS BASES states "... 72 hours, the 
PORV may be returned to automatic control." No JFD was provided for the changes.  
Comment: Provide justification for the correct proposed change or retain the STS BASES.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment. TSTF-1 51 and WOG
ED-20, revised the ITS 3.4.11 Action D.1 Bases to state, "If the block valve is restored within the 
Completion Time of 72 hours, the PORV may be restored to automatic operation." This wording 
will be adopted in the North Anna ITS. WOG-ED-20 also modified the 3.4.11 LCO Bases. This 
has also been incorporated.



Pressurizer PORVs 
B 3.4.11

BASES

(A (continued)

status within 1 hour. the Required Action is to place the 
PORV in manual control to preclude its automatic opening for 
an overpressure event and to avoid the potential for a stuck 
open PORV at a time that the block valve is inoperable. The 
Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable, based on the small 
potential for challenges to the system during this time 
period, and provides the operator time to correct the 
situation. Because at least one PORV remains OPERABLE, the 
operator is permitted a Completion Time of 72 hours to 
restore the inoperable block valve to OPERABLE status. The 
time allowed to restore the block valve is based upon the 

ompl Time fo i an inoperable PORV in 
CongIt(Uý, -since the PORVs arbebwv)caoable of mitiaatina

additional time. the j - //which the LCO does nc

If the R euireWAction of Condition A. BV"6r-tTis not met.  
then the must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO 
does not apply. To achieve this status, the mu 
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours an to MODE 4 
within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable ba.ed on o prating ex ri nce, to r 

ir e A -conaitions u power co itions in an orde m eand without challenging systems. n 
MOOE4 raj_•] a l~ai PORV OpERABI 0l~ra3V required.  Se Lco T4112.  

fl 2, E. 4 

If more than one P r andnot capable of ing 
manually cycled it is necessary, o either res ore a east 
one v in the Completio Time of 1 hour or i ate 
the flow ath by closing and *emoving the power t he 
associ ed block valves. Completion Time o hour is 
reas able. based on the all potential for c llenges to 
tesystem during thistime and provides th perator time'-

TS rF- I

0T VArg•o

L05

(continued)

ACTIONS
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Pressurizer PORVs 
B 3.4.11 

BASES 

ACTIONS D.1 and D.2 
(continued) 

If one block valve is inoperable, then it is necessary to 
either restore the block valve to OPERABLE status within the 
Completion Time of 1 hour or place the associated PORV in 
manual control. The prime importance for the capability to 
close the block valve is to isolate a stuck open PORV.  
Therefore, if the block valve cannot be restored to OPERABLE 
status within 1 hour, the Required Action is to place the 
PORV in manual control to preclude its automatic opening for 
an overpressure event and to avoid the potential for a stuck 
open PORV at a-time that the block valve is inoperable. The 
Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable, based on the small 
potential for challenges to the system during this time 
period, and provides the operator time to correct the 
situation. Because at least one PORV remains OPERABLE, the 
operator is permitted a Completion Time of 72 hours to 
restore the inoperable block valve to OPERABLE status. The 
time allowed to restore the block valve is based upon the 
Completion Time for restoring an inoperable PORV in 
Condition C, since the PORVs may not be capable of 
mitigating an event if the inoperable block valve is not full 
open. If the block valve is restored within the Completion 
Time of 72 hours, the PORV may be restored to automatic 3.4-27 

operation. If it cannot be restored within this additional IRi 
time, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO 
does not apply, as required by Condition E.  

The Required Actions D.1 and D.2 are modified by a Note 
stating that the Required Actions do not apply if the sole 
reason for the block valve being declared inoperable is as a 
result of power being removed to comply with another 
Required Action. In this event, the Required Actions for 
inoperable PORV(s) (which require the block valve power to 
be removed once it is closed) are adequate to address the 
condition. While it may be desirable to also place the 
PORV(s) in manual control, this may not be possible for all 
causes of Condition C entry with PORV(s) inoperable and not 
capable of being manually cycled (e.g., as a result of failed 
control power fuse(s) or control switch malfunction(s).) 

E.1 and E.2 

If the Required Action of Condition A, B, C, or D is not met, 
then the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does 
not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought 
to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within 

(continued)
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ITS 3.4.11 BASES, PRESSURIZER PORVs 

INSERT 1 

As such, this actuation is not required to mitigate these events, and PORV automatic 
operation is, therefore, not an assumed safety function.  

INSERT 2 

An OPERABLE block valve may be either open and energized with the capability to be 
closed, or closed and energized with the capability to be opened, since the required safety 
function is accomplished by manual operation. Although typically open to allow PORV 
operation, the block valves may be OPERABLE when closed to isolate the flow path of an 
inoperable PORV that is capable of being manually cycled (e.g., as in the case of excessive 
PORV leakage.) Similarly, isolation of an OPERABLE PORV does not render that PORV or 
block valve inoperable provided the relief function remains available with manual action.  

An OPERABLE PORV is required to be capable of manually opening and closing, and not 
experiencing excessive seat leakage. Excessive seat leakage, although not associated with 
a specific acceptance criteria, exists when conditions dictate closure of the block valve to 
limit leakage to within LCO 3.4.13, "RCS Operational Leakage."

North Anna Units I and 2 Insert to Page B 3.4-5 1 Revision 1

0

North Anna Units I and 2 Insert to Page B 3.4-51 Revision I



Pressurizer PORVs 
B 3.4.11

BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

LCO

Pressure-High reactor trip setpoint following a step 
reduction of 50% of full load with steam dump. In addition, 
the PORVs minimize challenges to the pressurizer safety 
valves and also may be used for low temperature overpressure 
protection (LTOP). See LCO 3.4.12, "Low Temperature 
Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System."

Unit operators employ the PORVs to depressurize the RCS in 
response to certain unit transients if normal pressurizer 
spray is not available. For the Steam Generator Tube Rupture 
(SGTR) event, the safety analysis assumes that manual 
operator actions are required to mitigate the event. A loss 
of offsite power is assumed to accompany the event, and thus, 
normal pressurizer spray is unavailable to reduce RCS 
pressure. The PORVs are assumed to be used for RCS 
depressurization, which is one of the steps performed to 
equalize the primary and secondary pressures in order to 
terminate the primary to secondary break flow and the 
radioactive releases from the affected steam generator.  

The PORVs are also modeled in safety analyses for events that 
result in increasing RCS pressure for which departure from 
nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) criteria are critical 
(Ref. 2). By assuming PORV actuation, the primary pressure 
remains below the high pressurizer pressure trip setpoint; 
thus, the DNBR calculation is more conservative. As such, 
this actuation is not required to mitigate these events, and 
PORV automatic operation is, therefore, not an assumed 
safety function.  

Pressurizer PORVs satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 
50.36(c) (2) (ii).

The LCO requires the PORVs and their associated block valves 
to be OPERABLE for manual operation to mitigate the effects 
associated with an SGTR.  

By maintaining two PORVs and their associated block valves 
OPERABLE, the single failure criterion is satisfied. An 
OPERABLE block valve may be either open and energized with 
the capability to be closed, or closed and energized with the 
capability to be opened, since the required safety function 
is accomplished by manual operation. Although typically open 
to allow PORV operation, the block valves may be OPERABLE 
when closed to isolate the flow path of an inoperable PORV 

(continued)
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North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves 

3.4-28 ITS 3.4.11 ACTIONS El and E2 BASES 
STS 3.4.11 ACTIONS El and E2 BASES 

NRC RAI: STS 3.4.11 ACTIONS El and E2 require that the associated block valve be closed 
and power removed from the associated block valve if two PORVs are inoperable and not 
capable of being manually cycled. ITS 3.4.11 did not incorporate these action items. CTS 
3.4.3.2 ACTION A5 has the same STS 3.4.11 ACTIONS El and E2 requirements. Comment: 
STS 3.4.11 ACTIONS El and E2 BASES should be incorporated into ITS 3.4.11 BASES.  

Response: The Company does not agree with the action recommended in the Comment. ITS 
3.4.11, Condition C, states that with one PORV inoperable and not capable of being manually 
cycled, close the associated block valve, remove power from the associated block valve, and 
restore the PORV to OPERABLE status. The ACTIONS are modified by a Note stating that, 
"Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PORV and each block valve." ITS 3.4.11, 
Condition F, applies with "Two PORVs inoperable and not capable of being manually cycled." 
Under the ITS rules of multiple condition entry (see Example 1.3-5 in ITS 1.3), when Condition F 
is entered for two PORVs inoperable, Condition C is also entered concurrently for each 
inoperable valve. Therefore, the Condition C Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are duplicative of 
the STS ACTIONS E.1 and E.2 (what would be STS Required Actions F.1 and F.2). As these 
duplicative Required Actions are unnecessary and confusing, they are removed. In the CTS 
these actions are not duplicative, as the CTS does not allow multiple condition entry. In the 
CTS, Action A.4 for one inoperable PORV is exited and Action A.5 is entered when two PORVs 
become inoperable. Therefore, these Actions are required in both CTS Actions A.4 and A.5.  
See also the response to Question 3.4-07.



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.15 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation 

3.4-29 ITS SR 3.4.15.2 BASES 

NRC RAI: ITS SR 3.4.15.2 BASES proposed to change the wording of the last sentence which 
differs from the STS. The proposed wording states that "the Frequency is based on the staff 
recommendation for increasing the availability of radiation monitors according to NUREG-1366 
(Ref. 3)." Comment: A TSTF traveler should be submitted to generically change the STS 
BASES in section SR 3.4.15.2.  

Response: The Company does not agree with the action recommended in the Comment. The 
STS Bases state, "The Frequency of 92 days considers instrument reliability, and operating 
experience has shown that it is proper for detecting degradation." This sentence is not 
applicable to North Anna and was revised. North Anna currently performs this Surveillance 
monthly. Therefore, there is no operating experience at North Anna which demonstrates that the 
ITS 92 day Frequency is proper for detecting degradation. The Bases were revised to provide a 
justification for the SR Frequency that is accurate for North Anna. The STS Bases are accurate 
for any plant that currently has an SR Frequency of 92 days, so the change is not generic.



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.16 RCS Specific Activity 

3.4-30 ITS 3.4.16 BASES JFDs 

NRC RAI: The list of JFDs for the ITS 3.4.16 BASES lists JFD 5 and JFD 6. However, these 
JFDs do not appear in the ITS 3.4.16 BASES mark up. Comment: Specify where these 
changes occur.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment, with certain 
modifications. JFD 5 and 6 do not apply to 3.4.16 and will be deleted.



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.4.16 BASES, RCS SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 

1. Changes are made (additions, deletions, and/or changes) to the ISTS which reflect the 
plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis, or licensing 
basis description.  

2. The criteria of the NRC Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications 
Improvements have been included in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii). Criterion 4 describes 
systems which are important contributors to risk. Therefore, references in the ISTS Bases 
to the NRC Final Policy Statement are revised in the ITS Bases to reference the 
appropriate 10 CFR 50.36 Criterion.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has been 
provided.  

4. The Reference to 10 CFR 100.11 is revised to eliminate the referenced year. The most 
recent version of the Code of Federal Regulations is applicable and referencing a year is 
unnecessary.  

5. Not used.  

6. Not used.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 1 Revision 1
North Anna Units I and 2 Page I Revision I



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

3.4.15 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation 

3.4-31 CTS LCO 3.4.6.1 
ITS LCO 3.4.15 
ITS 3.4.15 BACKGROUND BASES 

NRC RAI: CTS requires three diverse methods of leakage detection to be operable in Modes 1, 
2, 3, and 4. ITS LCO 3.4.15 only requires two diverse methods of leakage detection. The 
proposed insert 1 to ITS 3.4.15 BASES states that the "UFSAR Chapter 3 (Ref. 1) requires 
compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.45." However, the regulatory position of Reg Guide 1.45 
states that "at least three separate detection methods should be employed." The proposed 
change from CTS LCO 3.4.6.1 to ITS LCO 3.4.15 is not consistent with the guidance in Reg 
Guide 1.45 or the proposed ITS BASES. Comment: The current licensing basis as specified in 
the CTS should be maintained.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment, with certain 
modifications. As stated in the NRC Safety Evaluation for North Anna Amendments 118 / 102, 
dated July 7, 1989, the CTS requires two separate and independent leakage detection systems: 
the containment atmosphere particulate and gaseous radioactivity monitoring system and the 

containment sump level and discharge flow measurement system. The Safety Evaluation states 
that the containment particulate radiation monitor and gaseous radiation monitor are not 
considered as two independent systems because they share a common piping system, power 
supply, and pump arrangement. The Safety Evaluation states that the CTS meets the 
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.45 (Regulatory Position 9 regarding Technical 
Specifications). The North Anna ITS also will require two separate and independent leakage 
detection systems: the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitoring system (particulate or 
gaseous) and the containment sump monitor (level or discharge flow). Therefore, the current 
licensing basis as specified in the CTS is maintained in the ITS. Two diverse measurement 
means are required by the ITS, but the Bases state that requiring only one instrument of each 
diverse method provides an acceptable minimum. This is consistent with Regulatory Guide 
1.45, Position 9.  

Regulatory Guide 1.45, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection Systems," 
describes acceptable methods of implementing General Design Criterion 30, "Quality of Reactor 
Coolant Pressure Boundary." As such, Regulatory Guide 1.45 describes the design of leakage 
detection systems. The quoted statement, "at least three separate detection methods should be 
employed," is taken from Regulatory Position 3, which, as stated in the introductory paragraph of 
Section C, "Regulatory Position," describes how the "leakage detection and collection systems 
should be selected and designed." The North Anna design is consistent with Regulatory Guide 
1.45, as described in UFSAR Section 5.2.4.1.1.  

Regulatory Guide 1.45, Section C, Item 9, addresses Technical Specifications, and states, "The 
technical specifications should include the limiting conditions for identified and unidentified 
leakage and address the availability of various types of instruments to assure adequate 
coverage at all times." ITS LCO 3.4.15 is consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.45, Regulatory 
Position 9 regarding Technical Specifications. There are no statements in the ITS Bases that are 
in conflict with Regulatory Guide 1.45.



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

STS 3.4.15 states, "The following RCS leakage detection instrumentation shall be OPERABLE: 
a. One containment sump (level or discharge flow) monitor, b. One containment atmosphere 
radioactivity monitor (gaseous or particulate), and [c. One containment air cooler condensate 
flow rate monitor.]" Under the NUREG conventions, requirements in brackets are omitted if they 
do not match the plant design. Since North Anna does not have containment air cooler 
condensate flow rate monitors, the proper implementation of LCO 3.4.15 would be, "The 
following RCS leakage detection instrumentation shall be OPERABLE: a. One containment 
sump (level or discharge flow) monitor, and b. One containment atmosphere radioactivity 
monitor (gaseous or particulate)." This plant-specific application of the STS is consistent with 
other plant designs which do not have containment air cooler flow rate monitoring. For example, 
the Byron and Braidwood CTS was worded similarly to the North Anna CTS and the approved 
ITS for Byron and Braidwood stations are identical to that proposed for North Anna.  

The Company believes the LCO should be adopted as proposed. The North Anna proposed 
LCO wording is consistent with the application of the STS to our plant-specific design, is 
identical to what has been approved by the NRC for other, similarly designed, Westinghouse 
plants, and is consistent with Position 9 of Regulatory Guide 1.45.



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System 

CHANGES NOT ASSOCIATED WITH RAI RESPONSES 

1. TSTF-367, Rev. 0, is incorporated. Note that the changes in TSTF-367 had been 
incorporated into some specifications and only minor changes to the ISTS markup was 
needed in most cases.  

2. The TSTF-61, Rev. 0, insert into SR 3.4.13.1 is revised to capitalize the defined term 
"LEAKAGE." 

3. Editorial change NRC-ED-7 is incorporated into 3.4.16, Condition A, replacing a plant
specific editorial change.  

4. The insert to the Applicable Safety Analyses Bases for 3.4.16 on ISTS page B 3.4-94 is 
revised to refer to a radiologically limiting "SGTR" instead of "STGR." 

5. The ACTIONS Notes for 3.4.11 are revised to state "NOTES" instead of "NOTE." The label 
in the ISTS markup is correct.  

6. The ACTIONS Notes for 3.4.14 are revised to state "NOTES" instead of "NOTE." The label 

in the ISTS markup is correct.  

7. The CTS 3.4.10.1 Discussions of Change page header is corrected.  

8. The Note to 3.4.11, Required Actions D. 1 and D.2 is corrected to be the full width of the 
column.  

9. The Completion Times of 3.4.11, Required Actions F. 1 and F.2 are corrected from 1 hour to 
6 hours and 12 hours, respectively. The STS markup is correct.  

10. The Completion Time of 3.4.11, Required Action G. 1 is moved down to be aligned with the 
Required Action.  

11. The Notes to 3.4.15, Required Action A. 1 and Required Action B. 1.2 are corrected to be only 

the width of the associated Required Action, not the full column width.  

12. A typographical error is corrected in 3.4.7, Required Action C. 1, and 3.4.8, Required Action 
B. 1. The word "meed" is changed to "meet."



Remote Shutdown System 
B 3.3.4 

BASES 

APPLICABLE The Remote Shutdown System is conside£, an important J ' 
SAFETY ANALYSES - ontritbtor to the r' ~cion of u n* risk to accidenl;and) 

(continued) (as1 cOh it has be retained in e Technical Spep ications 

LCO The Remote Shutdown.System LCO provide s the OPERABILITY 
requ4•t of the instrumentation and controls necessary Z to ,maintain the unit in MODE 3 from a location 
other than the control room. The instrumentation and c~ontrols typ.,aTl) required are listed in Table,3. .41(• , • s

R~eview~er's N e: For channels th a t/fulfill GDC 19/ requirement the number of OPEcE channels required depends upn the unit licensing sis as described in e NRC unit pecific Safety Evalua*on Report (SER).  General , two divisions-are rL quired OPERABLE. HoILver 
only o)e channel per a given unction is required jilthe unit as justified such a tign and NRC's SER cepted the 

tos fip amiti h ni nMD rmalcation.  

The controls, instrumentation, and transfer switches are 
required for: 
RvCore reactivity control tln term): 1 

* RCS pressure control: r Dequi t removal via the numbe of Ech and the SG 

e R C S in v e n t o r y c o n t r o l v i a 1 9 

Safety "supp/ort "systems fjr dhe abuv= Fu,,•iuu,,• lui service watg, component coolkfig water, and• pens power inclu ng the diesel g as1drators.  

A Function of a Remote Shutdown,,System is-OPERABLE if all instrument and control ochannels needed to support the Remote 
f'-. Shutown System Function are OPERABLE. In some cases. 7•-• 

J--'ble3.3.4-1 may indicate that the required information or control capability is available from several alternate 
* sources. In these cases, the Function is OPERABLE as long 

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 
B 3.4.6

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

B 3.4.6 RCS Loops-MODE 4 

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 4. the primary function of the reactor coolant is 
the removal of decay heat and the transfer of this heat to 
either the steam generator (SG) secondary side coolant or 
the component cooling water via the residual heat removal 
(RHR) heat exchangers. The secondary function of the 
reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron
poison, boric acia.  

The reactor coolant is circulated through r, RCS loops 
connected in parallel to the reactor vesse , geach loop 
containing an SG. a reactor coolant pump (RCP), and 
appropriate flow, pressure, level, and temperature 
instrumentation for control, protection, and indication.  
The RCPs circulate the coolant through the reactor vessel 
and SGs at a sufficient rate to ensure proper heat transfer 
and to prevent boric acid stratification.  

In MODE 4, either RCPs or RHR loops can be used to provide 
forced circulation. The intent of this LCO is to provide 
forced flow from at least one RCP or one RHR loop for decay 
heat removal and transport. The flow provided by one RCP 
loop or RHR loop is adequate for decay heat removal. The , IoAhL e itent of this LCO is to require that two paths be 

provide redundancy for decay heat removal.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

In MODE 4. RCS circulation is considered in the 
determination of the time available for mitigation of the 
accidental boron dilution event. The RCS and RHR loops 
provide this circulation.

RC .Wps-ISD E -F4_een i•nified i• NRC P:>ic f -q[•T-•s rffis -fm~ ant confribu~o~rs t~ sk redto .r0 

LCO The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two 
loops be OPERABLE in MODE 4 and that one of these loops be 
in operation. The LCO allows the two loops that are 
required to be OPERABLE to consist of any combination of RCS 

(continued) 
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 
B 3.4.6

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

B 3.4.6 RCS Loops-MODE 4 

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 4, the primary function of the reactor coolant is the 
removal of decay heat and the transfer of this heat to either 
the steam generator (SG) secondary side coolant or the 
component cooling water via the residual heat removal (RHR) 
heat exchangers. The secondary function of the reactor 
coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison, 
boric acid.  

The reactor coolant is circulated through three RCS loops 
connected in parallel to the reactor vessel, each loop 
containing an SG, a reactor coolant pump (RCP), and 
appropriate flow, pressure, level, and temperature 
instrumentation for control, protection, and indication. The 
RCPs circulate the coolant through the reactor vessel and 
SGs at a sufficient rate to ensure proper heat transfer and 
to prevent boric acid stratification.  

In MODE 4, either RCPs or RHR loops can be used to provide 
forced circulation. The intent of this LCO is to provide 
forced flow from at least one RCP or one RHR loop for decay 
heat removal and transport. The flow provided by one RCP loop 
or RHR loop is adequate for decay heat removal. The other 
intent of this LCO is to require that two paths be OPERABLE 
to provide redundancy for decay heat removal.

APPLICABLE In MODE 4, RCS circulation is considered in the 
SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the 

accidental boron dilution event. The RCS and RHR loops 
provide this circulation.  

RCS Loops-MODE 4 satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 
50.36(c) (2) (ii).  

LCO The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two loops 
be OPERABLE in MODE 4 and that one of these loops be in 
operation. The LCO allows the two loops that are required to 
be OPERABLE to consist of any combination of RCS loops and 
RHR loops. Any one loop in operation provides enough flow to 

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Filled 
.B 3.4.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

In MODE 5. RCS circulation is considered in the 
determination of the time available for mitigation of the 
ar-idnl4nIl K^" n A41+m4 + T6_ nuD 1 ; .4 .

icy? S03 _Lttement a impor antleonrbth

OF•, L fe purpoe oT ths isl L to1 re( ur fp~ ~ ~ ~e vl -•••'"1the RHR loops be ORALE and in oe• 

loop • "• ••'-Jwater level *t:•171 One RHR loop 
S.•. r forced'circula iofft perform the sa 
Sreactor coolant under these conditio 

I * r uired to be OPERABLE CtgA 
-4 conAM& ns However; if the s--ta 

P. an acceptable alternate me 
va r. a . I __ .secondary side water leveldf~4

e that at least one of 
"ration with an 
SGO with secondary side 
irovides ffi t 
fety functions of the 
ins. An additional RHR

operating RHR loop fail, the SGg could bb used to remove the k -J 
decay hea T7- -152 

Note 1 permits all RHR pumps to be-d - 1~ 1 hour per V 
8 hour period. The purpose of the -ote iso permitRtesTr ( - '
designed to validate various accident analyses values. One 
of the tests performed during the startup testing program is 
the validation of rod drop times during cold conditions.  
both with and without flow. The no flow test may be 
performed in MODE 3. 4, or 5 and requires that the pumps be 

-/-P7- .37, stopped for a short period of time. The Note permits 
t of the pumps in order to perform this test and 

va iaa e assumed analysis values. If changes are made 
to the RCS that would cause a change to the flow 
characteristics of the RCS. the input values must be 
revalidated by conducting the test again. The 1 hour time 
period is adequate tomperform the test, and operating iey 
experience has shown that boron stratification is not likely 
during this short period with no forced flow. 1
Utilization of Note 1 is p 
conditions are met, along 
by initial startup test pr

ermitted provided the following 
with any other conditions imposed 
ocedures: 

Ilo p -ovje 

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8 

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

B 3.4.8 RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 

BASES

In MODE 5 with the RCS loops not filled, the primary 
function of the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat 
generated in the fuel, and the transfer of this heat to the 
component cooling water via the residual heat removal (RHR) 
heat exchangers. The steam generators (SGs) are not 
available as a heat sink when the loops are not filled. The 
secondary function of the reactor coolant is to act as a 
carrier for the soluble neutron poison, boric acid.  

In MODE 5 with loops not filled, only RHR pms can be used for coolant-circulati-on.•FTI nubrofmmsi ration3 
(cavay ~sitthe o ••inlnee " 9The intent of this 

"LCO is to provide forced flow from at least one RHR pump for 
decay heat removal and transport and to require that two 
paths be available to provide redundancy for heat removal.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

Ci no~ c2r A 5- 36

LCO

In MODE 5. RCS circulation is considered in the 
determination of the time available for mitigation of the 
accidental boron dilution event. The RHR loops provide this 
circulation. The flow provided by one RHR loop is adequate 
for heat removal and for boron mixing.

looDs in MODE 5

The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two RHR 
loops be OPERABLE and one of these loops be in operation.  
An OPERABLE loop is one that has the capability of 
transferring heat from the reactor coolant at a controlled 
rate. Heat cannot be removed via the RHR System unless 
forced flow is used. A minimum of one running RHR pump 
meets the LCOD quirement for one loop in operation. An 
addi ional RHR loo is r ired to be OPERABLE to(2ý7 

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

B 3.4.8 RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the RCS loops not filled, the primary function 
of the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat generated 
in the fuel, and the transfer of this heat to the component 
cooling water via the residual heat removal (RHR) heat 
exchangers. The steam generators (SGs) are not available as 
a heat sink when the loops are not filled. The secondary 
function of the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for 
the soluble neutron poison, boric acid.  

In MODE 5 with loops not filled, only RHR pumps can be used 
for coolant circulation. The number of pumps in operation 
can vary to suit the operational needs. The intent of this 
LCO is to provide forced flow from at least one RHR pump for 
decay heat removal and transport and to require that two 
paths be available to provide redundancy for heat removal.

APPLICABLE In MODE 5, RCS circulation is considered in the 
SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the 

accidental boron dilution event. The RHR loops provide this 
circulation. The flow provided by one RHR loop is adequate 
for heat removal and for boron mixing.  

RCS loops in MODE 5 (loops not filled) satisfies Criterion 4 1R1 

of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).  

LCO The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two RHR 
loops be OPERABLE and one of these loops be in operation. An 
OPERABLE loop is one that has the capability of transferring 
heat from the reactor coolant at a controlled rate. Heat 
cannot be removed via the RHR System unless forced flow is 
used. A minimum of one running RHR pump meets the LCO 
requirement for one loop in operation. An additional RHR 
loop is required to be OPERABLE to provide redundancy for 
heat removal.  

Note 1 permits all RHR pumps to not be in operation for 
• 15 minutes when switching from one loop to another. The 
circumstances for stopping both RHR pumps are to be limited 
to situations when the outage time is short and core outlet 

(continued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level 
B 3.9.5 

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.5 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-High Water 
Level 

BASES

The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 6 is to remove decay 
heat and sensibLe e h the Reactor Coolant System 
(RCS),ral' reV GDr,/•4,A to provide mixing of borated 
coolahttn_ o prevent oron stratification (Ref. 1). Heat 
is removed from the RCS by circulating reactor coolant 
through the RHR heat exchanger(s), where the heat is 
transferred to the Component Cooling Water System. The 
coolant is then returned to the RCS via the RCS cold leg(s).  
Operation of the RHR System for normal cooldown or decay 
heat removal is manually accomplished from the control room.  
The heat removal rate is adjusted by controlling the flow of 
reactor coolant<'through the RHR heat exchanger(s) and the 
bypass. Mixing of the reactor coolant is maintained by this 
continuous circulation of reactor coolant through the RHR 
System.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

/00A

If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below 
200 0F. boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This 
could lead to a loss of coolant in the reactor vessel.  
Additionally, boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a 
reduction in-boron concentration in the coolant due to boron 
plating out on components near the areas of the boiling 
activity. The loss of reactor coolant and the reduction of 
boron concentration in the reactor coolant would eventually 
challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a 
fission product barrier. One train of the RHR System is 
required to be operational in MODE 6, with the water level 
> 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange. to 

Shis challenge. The LCO does permit & t , ih __n9 
the RHR for short durations, under the condition that 
the boron concentration is not diluted. This conditional 

-•ga~ e-rgj nof the RHRn does not result in a challenge ifs-rrie 
to the flission product barriei -/00

i~d~s ~ 4' ,' I' cF1P&036 606)LX"id Icontinued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level 
B 3.9.5

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)
redu on. The re. tIhe 4 s i I.Srecal

LCO Only one RHR loop is required for decay heat removal in 
MODE 6, with the water level • 23 ft above the top of the 
reactor vessel flange. Only one RHR loop is required to be 
OPERABLE, because the volume of water above the reactor 
vessel flange provides backup decay heat removal capability.  
At least one RHR loop must be OPERABLE and in operation to 
provide: 

a. Removal of decay heat: 

b. Mixing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility 
of criticality: and

c. Indication of reactor coolant temperature. j isc~cje(• 

An OPERABLE RHR loop includes an RHR pump, a heat exchanger, 
valves, piping, instruments, and controls to eun r n 
OPERABLE flow path and to determine the o d emperature.  
The flow path starts in one of the RCS ho legs and is rs-j 
returned.t the RCS cold legs. f)r 1  , be ." 

The LCO is modified by a Note that allows the r uired 
yf operating RHR loop to fromfer or o T-rc 

4,_ 1 hour per 8 hour perio . provi ea no operatlon 
j 4..4 ;J- 4- A-'C rmitted t at would __a_____________'uT -boron__

" fconcntrtior Boron concentration reduction4s prohibited 9 - ," ' because uniform concentration distribution cannot be ensured 
without forced circulation. This permits operations such as 
core mapping or alterations in the vicinity of the reactor 
vessel hot leg nozzles and RCS to RHR isolation valve 

c 3.'.) /testing. During this 1 hour period, decay heat is removed 
by natural convection to the large mass of water in the 
refueling cavity.  

APPLICABILITY One RHR loop must be OPERABLE and in operation in MODE 6, 
with the water level ; 23 ft above the top of the reactor 

.vessel flange, to provide decay heat removal. The 23 ft 
water level was selected because it corresponds to the 23 ft 

(continued) 
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level 
B 3.9.5 

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.5 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level 

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 6 is to remove decay 
heat and sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 
to provide mixing of borated coolant and to prevent boron 
stratification (Ref. 1). Heat is removed from the RCS by 
circulating reactor coolant through the RHR heat 
exchanger(s), where the heat is transferred to the Component 
Cooling Water System. The coolant is then returned to the RCS 
via the RCS cold leg(s). Operation of the RHR System for 
normal cooldown or decay heat removal is manually 
accomplished from the control room. The heat removal rate is 
adjusted by controlling the flow of reactor coolant through 
the RHR heat exchanger(s) and the bypass. Mixing of the 
reactor coolant is maintained by this continuous circulation 
of reactor coolant through the RHR System.

If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below 
2000F, boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This 
could lead to a loss of coolant in the reactor vessel.  
Additionally, boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a 
reduction in boron concentration in the coolant due to boron 
plating out on components near the areas of the boiling 
activity. The loss of reactor coolant and the reduction of 
boron concentration in the reactor coolant would eventually 
challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a 
fission product barrier. One train of the RHR System is 
required to be operational in MODE 6, with the water level 
Ž 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange, to 
prevent this challenge. The LCO does permit the RHR loop to 
not be in operation for short durations, under the condition 
that the boron concentration is not diluted. This 
conditional removal from operation of the RHR loop does not 
result in a challenge to the fission product barrier.

The RHR System satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 
50.36(c) (2) (ii).

LCO Only one RHR loop is required for decay heat removal in 
MODE 6, with the water level Ž 23 ft above the top of the 
reactor vessel flange. Only one RHR loop is required to be 

(continued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level 
B 3.9.6

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.6 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level 

BASES

The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 6 is to remove decay 
heat a d sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant System 
(RCS) r ed I to provide mixing of borated 
coolanT, and to prevent boron stratification (Ref. 1). Heat 
is removed from the RCS by circulating reactor coolant 
through the RHR heat exchangers where the heat is 
transferred to the Component Cooling Water System. The 
coolant is then returned to the RCS via the RCS cold leg(s).  
Operation of the RHR System for normal cooldown decay heat 
removal is manually accomplished from the control room. The 
heat removal rate is adjusted by controlling the flow of 
reactor coolant-through the RHR heat exchanger(s) and the 
bypass lines. Mixing of the reactor coolant is maintained 
by this continuous circulation of reactor coolant through 
the RHR System.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below 
200°F. boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This 
could lead to a loss of coolant in the reactor vessel.  
Additionally. boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a 
reduction in boron concentration in the coolant due to the 
boron plating out on components near the areas of the 
boiling activity. The loss of reactor coolant and the 
reduction of boron concentration in the reactor coolant will 
eventually challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding.  
which is a fission product barrier. Two trains of the RHR 
System are required to be OPERABLE, and one train in 
operation, in order to prevent this challenge.

R o eRRStmo tmee speciPf1 c cri terionj 
olc aeeta n*portant contribut3 to risk 

red ion. Therefor the RHR System i etained as 

LCO In MODE 6. with the water level < 23 ft above the top of the 
reactor vessel flange, both RHR loops must be OPERABLE.  

(continued) 
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level 
B 3.9.6 

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.6 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level 

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 6 is to remove decay 
heat and sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 
to provide mixing of borated coolant, and to prevent boron 
stratification (Ref. 1). Heat is removed from the RCS by 
circulating reactor coolant through the RHR heat exchangers 
where the heat is transferred to the Component Cooling Water 
System. The coolant is then returned to the RCS via the RCS 
cold leg(s). Operation of the RHR System for normal cooldown 
decay heat removal is manually accompl.ished from the control 
room. The heat removal rate is adjusted by controlling the 
flow of reactor coolant through the RHR heat exchanger(s) 
and the bypass lines. Mixing of the reactor coolant is 
maintained by this continuous circulation of reactor coolant 
through the RHR System.

If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below 
2000F, boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This 
could lead to a loss of coolant in the reactor vessel.  
Additionally, boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a 
reduction in boron concentration in the coolant due to the 
boron plating out on components near the areas of the boiling 
activity. The loss of reactor coolant and the reduction of 
boron concentration in the reactor coolant will eventually 
challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a 
fission product barrier. Two trains of the RHR System are 
required to be OPERABLE, and one train in operation, in order 
to prevent this challenge.

The RHR System satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 
50.36(c) (2) (ii).

LCO In MODE 6, with the water level < 23 ft above the top of the 
reactor vessel flange, both RHR loops must be OPERABLE.  
Additionally, one loop of RHR must be in operation in order 
to provide:

a. Removal of decay heat;
(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE 
3.4.13

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
t LM%.II* SrE

SR 3.4.13.1 ....................NOTE ...............  
Not required to be performed - ( o4 
until 12 hours f steady state operation ....... :. ..... 4,.~.. .......... .

6' K
SR 3.4.13.2 Verify steam generator tube integrity is in 

accordance with the Steam Generator Tube 
Surveillance Program.

I RQEC

O n required 
be perfor d 

during st d 
state o atia

72 hours

In accordance 
with the Steam 
Generator Tube 
Surveillance 
Program

IV

Rev 1. 04/07/95

RCS water inventory balance.
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FREQUENCY
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE 
3.4.13

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.13.1 -------------------NOTE---------------
Not required to be performed until 12 hours 
after establishment of steady state 
operation.  

Verify RCS operational LEAKAGE is within 72 hours 
limits by performance of RCS water 
inventory balance.  

SR 3.4.13.2 Verify steam generator tube integrity is in In accordance 
accordance with the Steam Generator Tube with the Steam 
Surveillance Program. Generator Tube 

Surveillance 
Program

R1
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RCS Specific Activity 
3.4.16

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

3.4.16 RCS Specific Activity

LCO 3.4.16 The specific activity of the reactor coolant shall be within 
limits.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 
MODE 3 with RCS average temperature (T,,,) ; 500°F.

ACTIONS

TOA~ qq-1-1 
ijteiý,Vdo 

4' .4~ -

CUNUIIIiN REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 ............ Note ........... Once per 4 hours 
> 1.0 pCi/gm. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.  

..... o..... ............ ......  

A.1 Verify DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 1-131 
within the acceptable 
region of 
Figure 3.4.16-1. 48 hours 

AND 

A.2 Restore DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 1-131 to 
within limit.

B. Gross specific 
activity of the 
reactor coolant not 
within limit.

____ ___ ____ ___ __ J___ ___ ____ ___ ____ A.____ ___ __I

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity 
B 3.4.16

BASES 

APPLICABLE The analysis for the SGTR accident establishes the 
SAFETY ANALYSES acceptance limits for RCS specific activity. Reference to 

(continued) this analysis is used to assess changes to the unit that 
could affect RCS specific activity. as they relate to the 
acceptance limits. (ja Va* 

The analysis is for two cases of reactor coolant specific 
activity. One case assumes specific activity at 1.0 pCi/gm 
DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 with aconcurrent large iodine spike 
that increases the 1-131 WA4!•__! wthe reactor coolant by 

.(•-c05 -a Tactor of imme daia-e y after thelaccident. The 
second case assumes the initial reactor eoolant iodine 
activity at 60.0 pCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 due to a 
pre-accident iodine spike caused by an RCS transient. In 
oth cases, the noble gas activity in the reactor coolant 

assumeslj failed fuel. which closely equals the LCO limit 
of 100/E pCi/gm for gross specific activity.

10The~nalysis also assumes a loss of offsitepower at the 
same time as the SGTR event. The SGTR causes a reduction in 
reactor coolant inventory. The reduction initiates a 
reactor trip from a low pressurizer pressure signal or an 
RCS overtemperatureAT signal.

The coincident loss of offsite power causes the steam dump 
valves to close to protect the condenser. The rise in 
pressure in the ruptured SG discharges radioactively 
contaminated steam to the atmosphere through the SG power 
operated relief valves and the main steam safety valves.  
The unaffected SGs remove core decay heat by venting steam 
to the atmosphere until the cooldown ends.  

The safety analysis shows the radiological consequences of 
an SGTR accident are within a small fraction of the 
Reference 1 dose guideline limits. Operation with iodine 
specific activity levels greater than the LCO limit is.  
permissible, if the activity levels do not exceed the limits 
shown in Figure 3.4.16-1. in the applicable specification for more than 48 hours.I .F e y-Apzsls ha§S30!cu~rr•t 

The remainder of the above limit permissible iodine levels 
shown in Figure 3.4.16-1 are acceptable because of the low 

* probability of a SGTR accident occurring during the 
established 48 hour time limit. The occurrence of an SGTR 

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity 
B 3.4.16 

BASES 

APPLICABLE The analysis for the SGTR accident establishes the 
SAFETY ANALYSES acceptance limits for RCS specific activity. Reference to 

(continued) this analysis is used to assess changes to the unit that 
could affect RCS specific activity, as they relate to the 
acceptance limits.  

The analysis is for two cases of reactor coolant specific 
activity. One case assumes specific activity at 1.0 gCi/gm 
DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 with a concurrent large iodine spike 
that increases the 1-131 release rate to the reactor coolant 
by a factor of 500 immediately after the accident. The second 

-case assumes the initial reactor coolant iodine activity at 
60.0 gCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 due to a pre-accident 
iodine spike caused by an RCS transient. In both cases, the 
noble gas activity in the reactor coolant assumes 1% failed 
fuel, which closely equals the LCO limit of 1O0/E [tCi/gm for 
gross specific activity.  

The radiologically limiting SGTR analysis also assumes a IRi 
loss of offsite power at the same time as the SGTR event. The 
SGTR causes a reduction in reactor coolant inventory. The 
reduction initiates a reactor trip from a low pressurizer 
pressure signal or an RCS overtemperature AT signal.  

The coincident loss of offsite power causes the steam dump 
valves to close to protect the condenser. The rise in 
pressure in the ruptured SG discharges radioactively 
contaminated steam to the atmosphere through the SG power 
operated relief valves and the main steam safety valves. The 
unaffected SGs remove core decay heat by venting steam to the 
atmosphere until the cooldown ends.  

The safety analysis shows the radiological consequences of 
an SGTR accident are within a small fraction of the 
Reference 1 dose guideline limits. Operation with iodine 
specific activity levels greater than the LCO limit is 
permissible, if the activity levels do not exceed the limits 
shown in Figure 3.4.16-1, in the applicable specification, 
for more than 48 hours.  

The remainder of the above LCO limit permissible iodine 
levels shown in Figure 3.4.16-1 are acceptable because of 
the low probability of a SGTR accident occurring during the 
established 48 hour time limit. The occurrence of an SGTR 
accident at these permissible levels could increase the site 
boundary dose levels, but still be within 10 CFR 100 dose 
guideline limits.  

(continued)
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Pressurizer PORVs 
3.4.11

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)

LCO 3.4.11 Each PORV and associated block valve shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY, MODES 1, 2, and 3.  

ACTIONS 

- - - - - - - - - --- - ------- NOTES --------------
1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PORV and each block valve.  

2. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.

- -I RI

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more PORVs A.1 Restore backup 14 days 
inoperable due to nitrogen supply to 
inoperable backup OPERABLE status.  
nitrogen supply and 
capable of being 
manually cycled.  

B. One or more PORVs B.1 Close and maintain 1 hour 
inoperable for reason power to associated 
other than Condition A block valve.  
and capable of being 
manually cycled.  

C. One PORV inoperable C.1 Close associated block 1 hour 
and not capable of valve.  
being manually cycled.  

AND 

C.2 Remove power from 1 hour 
associated block 
valve.  

AND 

C.3 Restore PORV to 72 hours 
OPERABLE status.

Rev 1 (Draft 1), 05/03/01North Anna Units 1 and 2 3.4.11-1



RCS PIV Leakage 
3.4.14

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

3.4.14 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage

LCO 3.4.14 

APPLICABILITY:

Leakage from each RCS PIV required to be tested shall be 
within limit.  

MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
MODE 4, except any required valves in the residual heat 

removal (RHR) flow path when in, or during the 
transition-to or from, the RHR mode of operation.

ACTIONS

----------------- - NOTES ------------------ I RI 
1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each flow path.

2. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for 
inoperable by an inoperable PIV.

systems made

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more flow paths A.1 Restore RCS PIV 4 hours 
with leakage from one leakage to within 
or more required RCS limit.  
PIVs not within limit.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time for Condition A AND 
not met.  

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

Rev 1 (Draft 1), 05/03/01North Anna Units 1 and 2 3.4.14-1



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
CTS 3.4.10.1 - ASME CODE CLASS 1, 2 & 3 COMPONENTS 

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES 

None 

MORE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES 

None 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

R.1 CTS 3.4.10.1 provides requirements for the ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3 components 
to ensure their structural integrity. These requirements are in addition to the 
requirements in CTS 4.0.5. This LCO does not meet the criteria for retention in the 
ITS; therefore, it will be retained in the Technical Requirements Manual.  

This change is acceptable because CTS 3.4.10.1 does not meet the 
10 CFR 50.92(c)(2)(ii) criteria for inclusion into the ITS.  

10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) Criteria Evaluation: 

1. The ASME Code Class 1, 2 & 3 Components requirements are not installed 
instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a 
significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  
The ASME Code Class 1, 2 & 3 Components inspection requirements do not 
satisfy criterion 1.  

2. The ASME Code Class 1, 2 & 3 Components requirements are not a process 
variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a 
D.BA or Transient Analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a 
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. The ASME Code Class 
1, 2 & 3 Components inspection requirements do not satisfy criterion 2.  

3. The ASME Code Class 1, 2 & 3 Components requirements are not a structure, 
system or component that is part of the primary success path and which 
functions or actuates to mitigate a DBA or Transient that either assumes the 
failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  
The ASME Code Class 1, 2 & 3 Components inspection requirements do not 
satisfy criterion 3.  

4. The ASME Code Class 1, 2 & 3 Components requirements are not a structure, 
system, or component which operating experience or probabilistic risk 
assessment has shown to be significant to public health and safety. As 
discussed in Section 4.0, (Appendix A, page A-43) of WCAP-1 1618, the

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page I Revision I



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
CTS 3.4.10.1 - ASME CODE CLASS 1, 2 & 3 COMPONENTS lot 

ASME Code Class 1, 2 & 3 Components requirements were found to be a 
non-significant risk contributor to core damage frequency and offsite releases.  
The Company has reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable to the 
North Anna Power Station, and concurs with this assessment. The 
requirements in this Specification are not important for any scenarios modeled 
in the North Anna Power Station site-specific PRAs. The ASME Code Class 
1, 2 & 3 Components inspection requirements do not meet criterion 4.  

Since the 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) criteria have not been met, the ASME Code Class 1, 
2 & 3 Components LCO and associated Applicability, and Actions may be relocated 
out of the Technical Specifications. The ASME Code Class 1, 2 & 3 Components 
specification will be relocated to the TRM. Changes to the TRM will be controlled 
by the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. This change is designated as relocation because 
the LCO did not meet the criteria in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) and has been relocated to 
the TRM.  

REMOVED DETAIL CHANGES 

None 

LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES 

None

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 2 Revision 1
North Anna Units I and 2 Page 2 Revision I



Pressurizer PORVs 
3.4.11

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. One block valve ------------- NOTE--------
inoperable. Required Action D.1 and D.2 

do not apply when block valve 
is inoperable solely as a 
result of complying with 
Required Action C.2.  

D.1 Place associated PORV 1 hour 

in manual control.  

AND 

D.2 Restore block valve to 72 hours 
OPERABLE status.  

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A, AND 
B, C, or D not met.  

E.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

F. Two PORVs inoperable F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
and not capable of 
being manually cycled. AND 

F.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

Rev 1 (Draft 1), 05/03/01
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Pressurizer PORVs 
3.4.11

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

G. Two block valves G.1 ----------NOTE------
inoperable. Required Action G.1 

does not apply when 
block valve is 
inoperable solely as a 
result of complying 
with Required 
Action C.2.  

Restore one block 2 hours 
valve to OPERABLE 
status.  

H. Required Action and H.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition G AND 
not met.  

H.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.11.1 Verify PORV backup nitrogen supply pressure 7 days 
is within limit.  

SR 3.4.11.2 ------------------- NOTES---------------
1. Not required to be performed with block 

valve closed in accordance with the 
Required Actions of this LCO.  

2. Only required to be performed in MODES 1 
and 2.  

Perform a complete cycle of each block 92 days 
valve.

RI
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Leakage Detection Instrumentation 
3.4.15 

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

3.4.15 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

LCO 3.4.15

APPLICABILITY:

The following RCS leakage detection instrumentation shall be 
OPERABLE: 

a. One containment sump (level or discharge flow) monitor; 
and 

b. One containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor (gaseous 
or particulate).

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

- - - - - - - - - - --- ------- NOTE -------
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Required containment A.1 ---------NOTE------
sump monitor Not required until 
inoperable. 12 hours after 

establishment of 
steady state 
operation.  

Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per 

24 hours 

AND 

A.2 Restore required 30 days 
containment sump 
monitor to OPERABLE 
status.

Rev I (Draft 1), 05/03/01
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Leakage Detection Instrumentation 
3.4.15

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. Required containment B.1.1 Analyze grab samples Once per 
atmosphere of the containment 24 hours 
radioactivity monitor atmosphere.  
inoperable.  

OR 

B.1.2 --------- NOTE-------
Not required until 
12 hours after 
establishment of 
steady state 
operation.  

Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per 

24 hours 

AND 

B.2 Restore required 30 days 
containment atmosphere 
radioactivity monitor 
to OPERABLE status.  

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

D. All required monitors D.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 
inoperable.

Rev 1 (Draft 1), 05/03/01
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North Anna Power Station 
Units 1 and 2 

Improved TS Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.6, Containment Systems 

3.6.1 Containment 

1. Discussion of Changes (DOC) A.8 (CTS 1.0) 
(3.6.1-1) CTS 1.6 

CTS 3/4.6 
ITS 3.6.1, 3.6.2, 3.6.3, and Associated Bases 

NRC RAI: CTS 1.6 defines CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY. A markup of CTS 1.6 is 
provided in the CTS markup of CTS 1.0, but not in the markup of CTS 3.6. DOC A.8 
(CTS 1.0) states that the definition of CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is deleted from the 
CTS/ITS. This is not entirely correct. The DOC is incorrect in that the definition is not 
deleted but is relocated to various Bases in ITS 3.6, which is a Less Restrictive (LA) 
change. In addition, there are Administrative changes associated with CTS 1.6, which 
deal with the requirements of the definition being used as the basis for certain SRs in ITS 
3.6.1, 3.6.2 and 3.6.3. CTS 1.6, Item 1.6.1 is the basis for ITS SRs 3.6.3.1, 3.6.3.2, 
3.6.3.3, and 3.6.3.4; Item 1.6.3 is the basis for ITS 3.6.2, and Item 1.6.4 is the basis for 
ITS SRs 3.6.1.1 and 3.6.1.2. Refer to Comment Numbers 3.6.1-2 and 3.6.1-3.  
Comment: Revise the CTS markup and provide the appropriate discussions and 
justifications for these Administrative and Less Restrictive (LA) changes.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment.  

CTS 1.6.1 is marked as part of ITS 3.6.3 adopting the requirement using DOC A.1.  
Requirements for CTS 1.6.1 are included as being related to ITS SR 3.6.3.1, SR 3.6.3.2, 
SR 3.6.3.3, and 3.6.3.4.  

CTS 1.6.3 is remarked as part of ITS 3.6.2 adopting the requirement using DOC A.1.  
Requirements for CTS 1.6.3 have been marked as part of ITS 3.6.2.  

CTS 1.6.4 is remarked as part of ITS SR 3.6.1.1 adopting the requirement using DOC 
A.1. ISTS 3.6.1.2 is not adopted.  

An LA DOC is not used because the material is retained in the ITS, not moved to another 
document. DOC A.1 is used instead.  

CTS Pages in Section 1.0 are marked to describe to which ITS sections the respective 
requirements are being moved.

-I-
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1.*0 DEFINITIONS

The defined terms of this sect appear in capitalized type and are 

applicable throughout these Technical Specifications.  

ACTION

1.1 ACTION shall be tht part of a Specification which proscribes remedial measures required under designated conditions.  

AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE 

1.2 AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE shall be the difference in normalized flux signals, 
expressed in Z of RATED THERMAL P between the top and bottom halves 
of a two section excore neutron detector.  

CHANNEL CALIBRATION 

1.3 A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as necessary, of the 
channel output such that it responds with the necessary range and accuracy to 
hnown values of the parameter which the channel monitors. The CHANNEL CALIBRA
TION shall encompass the entira-channel IncludinL. the .sesor. and alarm and/or 
trip functions, and shall Include the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. The CHANNEL 
CALIBATION may be performed by ny series of sequential, overlapping or total 
channel steps such that the entire channel is calibrated.

CHANNEL CHECK 

1.4 A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment of channel behavior 
during operation by observation. This determination shall Include, where 
possible, comparison of the channel Indication and/or status with other indica
tions and/or status derived from Independent Instrumentation channels measuring 
the same parameter.  

CHNNLFUNCTIONAL TEST

1.5 A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be: 

a. Analog channels - the Injection of a ialsated signal Into the channel 
as close to the sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY Including 
alarm and/or trip functions. 

b. Bistable channels - the injection of a suimlated signal into the 
sensor to verify OEABILT including alarm and/or trip functions.  

CONTAINMENT INTEM•.TTY 

... 6 ,iTB M hneis hn A L
LO 3.ý.I

,1.6.1 £11 penetrations required to be closed during accie

NORTE ANNA - UNIT 1 1-1 Amendment No. 16, 4 8
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5-5-83 
1. 0 DETINTONS

The defi,,ed terms oa t ls secti.on appear in, capitali.zed type and areA 
appli~cable througheut these Technical Specifications.  

ACTIONi 

1.*1 ACtiON shall be that part of a Specific~ation which prescribes reinedia• 

measures requirzed under designasted conditiLons.  

AXIAL FLUX DIF ErEzNCE 

n\ 

1.2 AX• FLUX DIFFERENgCE shall be the difference in normalized flux signals,\ 
expressed in I of RATED TNERMAL POUEZ between the top and bottom halves 

of a two sectiLon e xcore n eutr:o n de tecto r.  

cNANm.e: C ALIB ,RATION 

1.3 A CNAHNNU C R~iATION shall be the adjustment, as necessary, of the / 

channel output such that it respo nds wilth the necessary ran ge and accuracy to K it
knovn values of the parmeter wtich the channel monit~ors. The CHANNEL CALIBPA
T IO Nq s h al l en c om p a ss th e e nt irL e c h a n n el izc l u di th e se ns o r an d a las r m a n d /o r I\ t D 

trip functi•ons, and shall include tbe CHNE FUNCTI01RAL TEST. The CHANNiEL 

CAL IB ATON may be pe rformed by an y se rest of seque ntia l, ove rlapp in g o r to ta l 

channel steps such that the entire- channel is calibrated.

CHANNEL CHECK

dur•ngi operation by observation. is
tative assessment of channel behavior 

determination shall Include, where
posbe - o -rso othchne dcain"0/%-wv- -"U 4- .- 4..* tions and/or status derived from independent instrumentation channels measuring 

the same parameter.  

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 

1.5 A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be: 

a. Analog channels - the injection of a simulated signal into the channel 
as close to the sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY, including 
alarm and/or trip functions.  

b. Bistable channels - the Injection of a simulated signal into the 
sensor to verify OPERA3TLITY including alarm and/or trip functions.

CONTAINMENT I NTEGIZ T'

1 .6 CONThIMW~T 4g ý ýaiXthen: 

1.6.1 All penetrations required to be closed during accld! 
i'm•tiLons aire either:

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 2 1-1 Amendment No. 3 1
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1.0 DEFINITIONSI

The defl e te rm oZ sect ton ap pear cap ct a t ed tyrpe and re~e 

applicable throughout these Technical Specifications.  

ACTION 

1.1 ACTION shall be that part of a Specification which prescribes remedial 

measures required under designated conditions.  

AXIA FLUX DIFFIRDNCE 

1. 2 AXIAL T.UX DIFFERENCE shall be the difference in normalied flux signals, 
expressed :in Z of RAM TURKAL POWER between the top and bottom halves 
of a two section excore neutron detector.  

CHANNEL CALIBRATION 

1.3 A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustomet, as necesary, of the 
channel output such that :it responds with the necessary range and accuracy to 
Imwn values of the parameter which the channel monitors. The CHANNEL CALIBRA
TION shall encompass the satire -channel includinLg. Jthe sotr.and alarm and/or 
trib funct~ions -B inhlk I 4-1-tA- IA- IffAmuW TTRM 9QU

CALIBRATION my be perfonmed by any series of sequential, overlapping or total 
channel steps such that the estire channel is calibrated.  

CHANNEL CHECK 

1.4 A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment of channel behavior 
during operation by observation. This determination shall include, where 
possible, comparison of the channel :indication and/or status with other indica
tions and/or status derived from independent instrumentation channels measuring 
the same parameter.  

C.AEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 

1.5 A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

a. Analog channels - the inJection of a simulated signa'l into the channel 
as close to the sensor as practicable to verify OPUABILITY including •m ¶ .~ m m ~ J ~ * dm4 m a m 1.. . a --

b. Bistable channels - the Injection of a simulated 8ign 
sensor to verify OPERABILT including alarm and/or trip 

CONTAINMIT IWTEGRITY 

1.6 CONTAI!R T InTEGRMT shall exist when 

1.6.1 All penetrations required to be closed during accident 
conditions are either:

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 1 1-1
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1.0 DEFINITIONS

The ddee ote terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are 
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications.  

ACTION 

1. 1 ACTION shall be that part of & Specif:ication vhich prescribes remedial 
measures required under designated conditions.  

AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE 

1.2 AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE shall be the difference In normalized flux signals, 
expressed in 2 of RATED THERMAL POWER between the top and bottom halves 
of a two section ezcore neutron detector.  

CHANNEL CALIBRATION 

1.3 A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as necessary, of the 
channel output such that It responds with the necessary range and accuracy to 
knon values of the parameter vhich the channel monitors. The CHANNEL CALIBRA
TION shall encompass the entire channel Including the sensor and alarm and/or 
trip functions, and shall Include the CRA14NM FUNCTIONAL TEST. The CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION may be performed by any series of sequential., overlapping or total 
channel steps such that the entire- cbannel is calibrated.  

CHANNEL CHECK 

1.4 A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment of channel behavior 
during operation by observation. This determination shall include, where 
possible, comparison of the channel indication and/or status with other indica
tions and/or status derived from Independent instrumentation channels measurin 
the same parameter.  

CHANNEL FNCTIONAL TEST

1.5 A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

a. Analog channels - the Injection of a simulated signal into the channel 
as close to the sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY. Lncluding 
alarm and/or trip functions.

b. Bistable channels - the injection of a slmAnlted signal into the 
sensor to verify OPERABILITY including alarm and/or trip functions.  

•INET INTEGRITY

(See IT5

CONTA

1i.6 CONTAINND(ET INTEGRITYshall exist when: j
1.6.1 All penetrations required to be closed during actident 

conditions are either:

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 2
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t 1c 1 0n'I ,A, edefined terms of this section appear in cai a r a and are 
(Aj re: a picala hroghot teseTechnical Specifications.  
ACTION-D ) eta at faAei.~ ~L -. /e.  

1.1ACI~ehal b tat ar. o aSpecification which prescribes 
under designted ctondis 

AXIAL FLDX DIPTe~RDI i4ct4 Af-ný& 7?d-, 
1. 2AXL4 FLU DIbe the difference In normalized flux signals, 

a 2 ~etvaen the top and battom halves C a a two section excore neutron a ector.  

CHANNEL CALIBRATION 

,allJ.4t$~ 1.3 A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as necessary, of the I .
4 

A +'ChW channel output such that it responds with the necessary range and accuracy to ~J f~ kown values of the parameter which the channel mntors. The CHANNEL CALI-BRATON shall. encompass the a s-channel u tn.h. CA nal d~ 

57 L e" 2n pt and a include eU TEST. E TON may be perfoarmed by ayseries of sequential, velping or total

1.4 A CHANNEL CHEC shall be the qualitative assessment of channel behavior during operation by observation. This determination shall include, where possib•ecomparison of the channel indication and& status with other indications g4or status derived from independent instrumentation channels measuring 
the same parameter.  
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Sec f*Io* . I The defined terms of this section appear in capýu ad type and are C 07E:applicable throughout these Technical Specificationsus. &se 5 

1.1 ACTION shall be that part of a SpecjijcatiLor prescribes ( 'es ted conditions 

AXIAL FLUX DIFFEREC! opetg~,~ ~~?s 
1.2AXAL_ LU___M~ shall be the difference In normalized flux signals, 

8d•J -becveen the top and bottom halves of a• to-section excore neau:ont 4 ctor.

CNNEL CALIBRATION

);1.3 A CHANNE. CAL1ERATIOIO shall be the adjus-tm as necessary, of the '*S ch a innel output such that It responds with the necessary range and accuracy to I, chon-'1ianon values of the parameter vhich the eh -,'.1 ,,.-. .....

A. /2.

CHANNEL CHECK

1.4 A CHANNEL CE= shall be the qualitative assessment of channel behavior during operation by observation. This determination shall Include, vhere possibl,, €o paison of the channel Indication an4, status vith ocher indica
tions Vd•=status derived from independent instrumentation channels measuring 
the same parameter.

o r 1.5 A C M . C Z! L shall be~J 
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CONTAINMENT INTEGRITYj 

(1.6 CONTAINMENT INTEGRIT sh-alle1xit v-hen 
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3.6.1 Containment

2. DOC A.8 (CTS 1.0) 
(3.6.1-2) CTS 1.6.2 

ITS B3.6.1 Bases - BACKGROUND 

NRC RAI: CTS 1.6 defines CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY. A markup of CTS 1.6 is 
provided in the CTS markup of CTS 1.0, but not in the markup of CTS 3.6. DOC A.8 
(CTS 1.0) states that the definition of CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is deleted from the 
CTS/ITS. This justification is incorrect. CTS 1.6.2 states that "All equipment hatches are 
closed and sealed." ITS B3.6.1 Bases - BACKGROUND states the following: 'To 
maintain this leak tight barrier:. All equipment hatches are closed." The requirement for 
sealing the equipment hatches has been deleted. No justification is provided for this 
Less Restrictive (L) change. Comment: Provide a discussion and justification for this 
Less Restrictive (L) change.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment. CTS 1.6.2 is 
remarked as part of ITS 3.6.1. The reference to the equipment hatches being closed is 
moved to the Bases and justified by DOC LA.1. The reference to the equipment hatches 
being sealed is deleted and justified by DOC L.A. CTS Pages in Section 1.0 are marked 
to describe to which ITS sections the respective requirements are being moved.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.6.1, CONTAINMENT 

The purpose of CTS 3.6.1.6 is to ensure action is taken expeditiously to restore 
containment structural integrity if it is not within limits. This change is acceptable 
because a 1 hour Completion Time is representative of the importance to take action 
expeditiously. Containment structural integrity problems once confirmed are unlikely 
to be corrected in as short a period of time as 1 or 24 hours. The 1 hour time frame is 
consistent with the ITS 3.0.3 requirement to make preparations to place the unit 
outside the MODE of Applicability. This change is considered more restrictive 
because the completion time for an action in the CTS is reduced.  

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

None 

REMOVED DETAIL CHANGES 

LA. 1 (Type 2 - Removing Descriptions of System Operation) CTS 1.6 states, 
"CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall exist when:... 1.6.2 All equipment hatches are 
closed and sealed." 3.6.1 states, "Containment shall be OPERABLE." This changes 3,b, -z 
the CTS by moving the reference to the equipment hatch being closed to the Bases.  
The change deleting the phrase "and sealed" is addressed by DOC L. 1.  

The removal of these details, which are related to system operation, from the 
Technical Specifications is acceptable because this type of information is not 
necessary to be included in the Technical Specifications to provide adequate 
protection of public health and safety. The ITS still retains the requirement to perform 
required visual inspections and leakage rate testing in accordance with the 
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program in accordance with 10 CFR 50 Appendix 
J, Part B, which would provide verification that the equipment hatch is closed. Also, 
this change is acceptable because the removed information will be adequately 
controlled in the ITS Bases. Changes to the Bases are controlled by the Technical 
Specification Bases Control Program in Chapter 5. This program provides for the 
evaluation of changes to ensure the Bases are properly controlled. This change is 
designated as a less restrictive removal of detail change because information relating 
to system operation is being removed from the Technical Specifications.  

LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES 

L. 1 (Category 1 - Relaxation of LCO Requirements) CTS 1.6 states, "CONTAINMENT 
INTEGRITY shall exist when:... 1.6.2 All equipment hatches are closed and sealed." 
3.6.3 states, "Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE." This changes 
the CTS by not including an explicit reference to sealing the equipment hatches. The

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 3 Revision 1
North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 3 Revision I



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.6.1, CONTAINMENT 

change associated with moving the reference to the equipment hatch to the Bases is 
addressed by DOC LA. 1.  

The purpose of CTS 1.6.2 is to help provide assurance that the equipment hatches can 
perform their safety function. This change is acceptable because the LCO 
requirements continue to ensure that the structures, systems, and components are 
maintained consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. The Containment 
Leakage Rate Testing Program requires testing be performed in accordance with 10 
CFR 50 Appendix J, Part B, requiring the containment isolation valves, including the 
equipment hatch, is OPERABLE, but there is no specific mention of sealing the 
equipment hatches. This change is designated as less restrictive because less stringent 
LCO requirements are being applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 4 Revision 1
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3.6.1 Containment

3. DOC A.8 (CTS 1.0) 
(3.6.1-3) Bases JFD 2 

CTS 1.6.5 
STS B3.6.1 Bases - BACKGROUND 
ITS B3.6.1 Bases - BACKGROUND 

NRC RAI: CTS 1.6 defines CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY. A markup of CTS 1.6 is 
provided in the CTS markup of CTS 1.0, but not in the markup of CTS 3.6. DOC A.8 
(CTS 1.0) states that the definition of CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is deleted from the 
CTS/ITS. DOC A.8 is incorrect. CTS 1.6.5 states that 'The sealing mechanism 
associated with each penetration (e.g., welds, bellows, or O-rings) is OPERABLE." STS 
B3.6.1.1 Bases - BACKGROUND has a similar statement defining the leaktight barrier.  
ITS B3.6.1.1 Bases - BACKGROUND deletes this statement based on changes made to 
the ISTS (Bases JFD 2). Since CTS 1.6.5 is contained in the CTS and no changes to 
the ISTS were made with regards to this item, it needs to be included in ITS B3.6.1.1 
Bases - BACKGROUND. Comment: Revise ITS B3.6.1.1 Bases - BACKGROUND to 
include CTS 1.6.5 or provide additional discussion and justification for its deletion based 
on system design, operational constraints, or current licensing basis.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment. CTS 1.6.5 is 
marked as part of ITS 3.6.3. Requirements for CTS 1.6.5 are deleted and justified by 
DOC L.14. CTS Pages in Section 1.0 are marked to describe to which ITS sections the 
respective requirements are being moved.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.6.3, CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES 

misinterpreting the requirements of the Surveillance Requirement while maintaining RAI: 
the assumptions of the accident analysis. This change is designated as less restrictive •-3h-2-1 
because less stringent Surveillance Requirements are being applied in the ]TS than ) R( 
were applied in the CTS.  

L. 14 (Category I - Relaxation of LCO Requirements) CTS 1.6 states, "CONTAINMENT 
INTEGRITY shall exist when:... 1.6.5 The sealing mechanism associated with each 
penetration (e.g. welds, bellows or O-rings) is OPERABLE." 3.6.3 states, "Each 
containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE." This changes the CTS by not 
including an explicit reference to the sealing mechanisms associated with each 
penetration being OPERABLE.  

The purpose of CTS 1.6.5 is to help provide assurance that the penetration isolation 
devices can perform their safety function. This change is acceptable because the LCO 
requirements continue to ensure that the structures, systems, and components are 
maintained consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. The Containment 
Leakage Rate Testing Program requires testing be performed in accordance with 10 
CFR 50 Appendix J, Part B, and each containment isolation valve and containment ail 
lock is required to be OPERABLE, but there is no specific mention of the sealing 
mechanisms. This change is designated as less restrictive because less stringent LCO 
requirements are being applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.

North Anna Units I and 2 Page 16 Revision I
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3.6.1 Containment

4. DOC A.1 
(3.6.1-4) Bases JFD 3 

CTS 4.6.1.1.c 
CTS 4.6.1.1 .d 
CTS 3/4.6.1.2 
ITS SR 3.6.1.1 and Associated Bases 

NRC RAI: CTS 4.6.1.1 .c, 4.6.1.1 .d, and 4.6.1.2 require leak rate testing in accordance 
with the requirements of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Part 50, 
Appendix J, Option B. STS SR 3.6.1.1 requires the visual examination and leakage rate 
testing be performed in accordance with 10 CFR 50 Appendix J as modified by approved 
exemptions. ITS SR 3.6.1.1 modifies STS SR 3.6.1.1 to conform to CTS 4.6.1.2 as 
modified in the CTS markup. The STS is based on Appendix J, Option A while the CTS 
and ITS are based on Appendix J, Option B. Changes to the STS with regards to Option 
A versus Option B are covered by TSTF-52, Rev. 3. The changes to ITS 3.6.2 are in 
conformance with TSTF-52-Rev.3; however, ITS 3.6.1, 3.6.3, and the Bases for 
ITS 3.6.1 and 3.6.3 may not be in conformance with TSTF-52. Refer to Comment 
Numbers 3.6.1-5, 3.6.1-6, 3.6.2.7 and 3.6.3-2. Comment: Licensee should revise its 
submittal to conform to TSTF-52, Rev. 3.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment. TSTF-52 Rev 
3 includes markups for adopting 10 CFR 50 Appendix J, Option B, which is the version of 
TSTF-52 Rev 3 adopted in ITS 3.6.1.  

Three changes were identified as not conforming to TSTF-52 without a JFD.  

1. In the ITS 3.6.1 Applicable Safety Analysis Bases, TSTF-52 changed "loss of 
coolant accident (LOCA)" to "LOCA." The ISTS markup and typed ITS are 
revised to reflect this change.  

2. In the SR 3.6.1.1 Bases, TSTF-52 did not change "< 0.6" to "_< 0.6." JFD 7 is 
added to justify the deviation.  

3. In the SR 3.6.2.1 Bases, the TSTF is corrected by changing "criteria which is" to 
"criteria which are," and JFD 10 is added to justify this change.  

Retaining ISTS SR 3.6.3.7 includes the associated portion of TSTF-52.

-4-



Containment 
B 3.6.1

BASES 

BACKGROUND b. Each air lock is OPERABLE, except as provided in 
(continued) LCO 3.6.2, "Containment Air Locks"; and 

c. All equipment hatches are closed.  

APPLICABLE The safety design basis for the containment is that the 
SAFETY ANALYSES containment must withstand the pressures and temperatures of 

the limiting DBA without exceeding the design leakage rate.  

The DBAs that result in a challenge to containment 
OPERABILITY from high pressures and temperatures are a LOCA, 
a steam line break, and a rod ejection accident (REA) 
(Ref. 2). In addition, release of significant fission 
product radioactivity within containment can occur from a 
LOCA or REA. In the DBA analyses, it is assumed that the 
containment is OPERABLE such that, for the DBAs involving 
release of fission product radioactivity, release to the 
environment is controlled by the rate of containment 
leakage. The containment was designed with an allowable 
leakage rate of 0.1% of containment air weight per day 
(Ref. 3). This leakage rate, used to evaluate offsite doses 
resulting from accidents, is defined in 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix J, Option B (Ref. 1), as La: the maximum allowable 
containment leakage rate at the calculated peak containment 
internal pressure (Pa) resulting from the limiting design 
basis LOCA. The allowable leakage rate represented by La 
forms the basis for the acceptance criteria imposed on all 
containment leakage rate testing. La is assumed to be 0.1% of 
containment air weight per day in the safety analyses at 
Pa = 44.1 psig (Ref. 3).  

Satisfactory leakage rate test results are a requirement for 
the establishment of containment OPERABILITY.  

The containment satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 
50.36(c) (2) (ii).  

LCO Containment OPERABILITY is maintained by limiting leakage to 
• 1.0 La, except prior to the first startup after performing 
a required Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program leakage 
test. At this time the applicable leakage limits must be met.  

(continued)

Rev 1 (Draft 4), 06/15/01
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Containment ( ý 
B 3.6.1

BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

2. closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or 
de-activated automatic valves secured in their 
closed positions. except as provided in 
LCO 3.6.3. "Containment Isolation Valves": 

b. Each air lock is OPERABLE. except as provided in 
LCO 3.6.2. Containment Air Locks'L; 

c. All equipment hatches are close 

d. The pressurized sealing mechanism assogA.ated with a 
penetratigis OPERABLE, except as76prvided in 

_ LCO 3.6 1./ 

The safety design basis for the containment is that the 
containment must withstand the pressures and temperatures of 
the limiting DBA without exceeding the design leakage rate.

The DBAs that result in a challenge to containment 
OP ILITY from high pressures and temperatures are a (1ol 

an LOCAO, a steam line break, and a rd
ejection accident (REA) (Ref. 2). In addition, release of 
significant fission product radioactivity within containment 
can occur from a LOCA or REA. In the DBA analyses, it is 
assumed that the containment is OPERABLE such that, for the 
DBAs involving release of fission product radioactivity, 
release to the environment is controlled by the rate of 
containment leakage. The cnt inment was designed with an 
allowable leakage rate of V.W% of containment air weight 
per day (Ref. 3). This leakage rate. used to evaluate 
offsite doses resulting from accidents, is defined in 
10 CFR 50.Apedi~x (Ref. 1). as L: the maximum 
all owable containment leakage rate atthe calculated peak 
containme tinternal pressure (P ) resulting from the 
limitina The allowable leazage rate represented by L, 

d forms t basis for the acceptance criteria imposed on all 
(conjaient leakage rate testing. L, is assumed 
be 0O.1 Q•er day in the safety analyses at P, -[4 .4)I psig 
(ReT 313 bý A-f 4f.k 

Satisfactory leakage rate test results are a requirent for 
the establishment of containment OPERABILITY.  

(continued)
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Containment 3

BASES

A.1 (continued)

also ensures that the probability of an accident (requiring 
containment OPERABILITY) occurring during periods when 
containment is inoperable is minimal.  

If containment cannot be restored LEE status wi thin 
V ebrought be 

the required Completion Time, the be brought to a 
MODE• in whch LC oesnta) To achieve this 

status, the must be brought to at least viMh ,i. , I_ 
6 hours and o "OE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed 
Completion Times are reasonable, based o or 
experience, to reach the required (g• conditions from full 
power condition in an orderly manner and without 
challenging systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.1.1 D 

Maintaining the containment OPERABLE requires 
with the visual .examinations and leakage rate

lance

ConTotunner-i L4==k ex tion .. Failure to meet air IOCcKdano purge 
4f _ Pealreakage limits specified in 

LCO 3.6.2c[and LCO 3.6.39-does not invalidate the 
acceptability of these overall leakage determinations unless 
their contribution to overall Type A, B. and C leakage 
causes that to exceed limits. As left lea nor to t 

*rst after performing a re iired w A! 
i eakage test is require to be (__._ fr 

i ype B and C leakage.and a 0..75 L; for overall 
Type A leakage. At all other times tween required leakage 
rate tests, the acceptance criteria is based on an overall 
Type A leakage limit of < 1.0 L. At : 1.0 L the offsite 
dose consequences are bounded by the assumptions of the 

at nalysis. SR Freauencies are as required b 
/ -• con,•,,'• Y ?•/.AppI•Jx J. as modified bAk approved exemptions\ --Tus, 

ft aTe T, which a Fr egency extensions)ds not a 1 . T'• " S• 
e These perio ic testing requirements verify that the 

containment leakage rate does not exceed the leakage rate 
assumed in the safety analysis.

()1 STr- S Z7 
(continued)
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Containent Air Locks keatmos-hewp41• Ice Conser- ýdDua 

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

ninb aK rTyiec-s tSe ieakage rate testing reiiQ Ms with regard to air lock leakage (Type B leakage 
tests). The acceptance criteria were established during 
initial air lock and containment OPERABILITY testing. The periodic testing requirements verify that the air lock 
eakage does not exceed the allowed fraction of the overall c ainent leakage rate. The Freguency is re ired by 

Appenqx e Mr. 1). as l0,Tiea by approved ex tions.  
Thus. S3.0.2 (which all Frequency extensionk does not

TSTRsz 

ThF-S Z

The SR has been modified by two Notes. Note 1 states that an inoperable air lock door does not invalidate the previous 
successful performance of the overall air lock leakage test.  This is considered reasonable since either air lock door is 
capable of providing a fission product barrier in the event 

a'of a DBA. Note 2 has been added to this SR requiring the 
results to be evaluated against the acceptance criteria 

4SR 3.6.1.1. This ensures that alrJmk. leakage is proper y 
VC le taccounted for in determining thev a containment leakage rate. con,6i,

The air lock interlock is designed to prevent simultaneous 
opening of both doors in a single air lock.--. Since both the 
inner and outer doors of an air lock are designed to 
withstand the maximum expected post accident containment 
pressure, closure of either door will support containment 
OPERABILITY. Thus. the door interlock feature supports 
containment OPERABILITY while the air lock is being used for personnel transit in and out of the containment. Periodic 
testing of this interlock demonstrates that the interlock 
will function as designed and that simultaneous orening of 
the inner and outer doors will not ioccu. Due 
to the purely mechanical nature of this interlock, and given thatth neIc eh! that tl�nterlgck mechani m ý!i challenged when the 

aire.nt air lo• • this test is only

j

TSTF SZ 

TSTF-S z 

T'® i
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ContairmenAt Isolation Vale Atmo ri c.  
•ubatsl ic, Ice0 C orser¢ no ual 3.  

I B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued

-- R 3 . . . f• 

For containment purge valves with resilient seals.  
additional leakage rate testing beyond the test requirements 

f10 FR 50. Aopendix -j is required to ensure OPERABILITY.  
Operating experience has demonstrated that this type of seal 
has the potential to dearade inta shgrer time period han 
do other seal t es£/Based on this observationnd th 
rimpo ance o m iaining this penetration le tight (due 
to the directoth between containment and t environ ent), 
a Frequency ?1' 184 days was established as art of the NRC 

Sresolution g f Generic Issue B-20. "Contal nt Leakage Due 
to Seal erioration" (Ref. 3).

E7 -- 

44t v^1e {e -4-

Automaticontainment isolatio valves close on a OZ) 
containment isolation signal t prevent leakage of 
radioactive material from cont inment following a OBA. This 
SR ensures that each automati containment isolation valve 
will actuate to its isolation position on a containment 
isolation signal. This surveillance is not required for 
valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the 

*red psition under administrative controls. The 
8% monthFrequency is based on the need to perform this 

urveillance under the conditions that apply during adig-i 
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if-the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  
Operating experience has shown that these components usually 
pass this Surveillance when performed at the•f183month 
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be 
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.6.1 BASES, CONTAINMENT 

1. Changes are made (additions, deletions, and/or changes) to the ISTS which reflect the 
plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis, or licensing 
basis description.  

2. Changes are made to reflect those changes made to the ISTS. The following 
requirements are renumbered or revised, where applicable, to reflect the changes.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has been 
provided.  

4. The criteria of the NRC Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications 
Improvements have been included in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii). Therefore, references in the 
ISTS Bases to the NRC Final Policy Statement are revised in the ITS Bases to reference 
10 CFR 50.36.  

5. Reviewer's note not retained.  

6. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with the ISTS Writers 
Guide.  

7. For combined Type B and C tests, the leakage limit is _• 0.6 La instead of < 0.6 La in the 
Bases of SR 3.6.1.1, consistent with technical changes made as part of TSTF-52.

North Anna Units I and 2 Page 1 Revision 1
North Anna Units I and 2 Page I Revision I



3.6.1 Containment

5. DOC A.1 
(3.6.1-5) DOC A.26 (CTS 6.0) 

Bases JFD 3 
CTS 4.6.1.1.c 
CTS 4.6.1.1 .d 
STS SR 3.6.1.1, SR 3.6.2.1 and SR 3.6.3.7 
ITS 3.6.1 and 3.6.3 and Associated Bases 
ITS 5.5.15 

NRC RAI: CTS 4.6.1.1 .c and 4.6.1.1 .d require specific leak rate tests for the containment 
equipment hatch and the butterfly isolation valves in the containment purge and the 
containment vacuum ejector lines. The CTS markup of CTS 4.6.1.1 .c and 4.6.1.1 .d in 
CTS 3.6 refers the reviewer to ITS 5.5.15 for changes associated with these 
specifications. The CTS markup for ITS 5.5.15 relocates these two specifications out of 
the ITS to the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. This change is justified by 
DOC A.26 (CTS 6.0). This change is incorrect. ITS 5.5.15 does not contain the specifics 
of these two specifications; the specifics are contained in the body of the program, which 
is outside of TS. Thus the change, if acceptable, would be a Less Restrictive (LA) 
change. However, the staff concludes that these two specifications may need to be 
retained in the North Anna ITS. Amendment 196 and 177 to the North Anna Unit 1 and 
Unit 2 TS respectively, dated February 9, 1996, implemented 10 CFR 50 Appendix J, 
Option B. The amendment change approved a Containment Leakage Rate Testing 
Program based on 10 CFR 50 Appendix J, Option B that was outside of the CTS and did 
not include these two specifications in that program, but retained them in CTS 4.6.1.1.  
Since these specifications contain specific testing requirements not contained in 10 CFR 
50 Appendix J, Option B, they probably should be retained in the ITS as SRs in ITS 3.6.1 
and 3.6.3. Since the STS does not contain a specific SR for equipment hatch leakage 
other than what may be implied by STS SR 3.6.1.1 and SR 3.6.2.1, it may be possible to 
provide a justification to relocate CTS 4.6.1.1 .c out of the ITS. However, this change 
would be considered as a beyond scope of review item for this conversion. As for CTS 
4.6.1.1 .d, the STS does contain a SR on purge valve leakage. TSTF-52 Rev. 3 did not 
remove or relocate the purge valve leakage SR (STS SR 3.6.3.7). Refer to Comment 
Number 3.6.3-2 for justification for including this specification in the ITS. Also, refer to 
Comment Numbers 3.6.1-4 and 3.6.1-6. Comment: Revise the CTS/ITS markup to 
retain these two specifications. Provide the appropriate discussions and justifications for 
any changes made in converting to the ITS.  

Response: The Company will take the action proposed in the Comment, with certain 
modifications.  

The CTS 4.6.1.1 .d markup is modified, adopting the requirement as modified and 
justified by DOC A.12, DOC A.13, and DOC LA.4, adopting ISTS SR 3.6.3.7, as modified 
and justified by JFD 10.  

The CTS 4.6.1.1 .c markup is retained in Chapter 5.0, and details regarding how to satisfy 
Surveillance Requirements after each closing of the equipment hatch are moved to the

-5-



Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program as justified by DOC LA.12. This change is 
acceptable because Regulatory Guide 1.163, dated September 1995, required by ITS 
5.5.15, states that NEI 94-01, Revision 0, provides methods acceptable to the NRC for 
complying with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J, Option B. Section 10.2.1.3 of NEI 94-01 
requires a Type B test be performed prior to the time containment integrity is required, if 
a containment penetration is opened. The equipment hatch is a containment 
penetration, so it must be tested prior to the time containment integrity is required. The 
company does.not consider this a beyond scope change because this adopts the format 
and requirements of the ISTS, which are consistent with the design of the equipment 
hatch.  

ITS Chapter 5.0 markups are modified and DOC A.26 is deleted to reflect these 
changes.

-6-



Containment Isolation Valves 
3.6.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.6.3.3 Verify the isolation time of each automatic In accordance 
power operated containment isolation valve with the 
is within limits. Inservice 

Testing Program 

SR 3.6.3.4 Perform leakage rate testing for Prior to 
containment purge valves with resilient entering MODE 4 
seals, from MODE 5 

after 
containment 
vacuum has been 
broken 

SR 3.6.3.5 Verify each automatic power operated 18 months 
containment isolation valve that is not 
locked, sealed or otherwise secured in 
position, actuates to the isolation 
position on an actual or simulated 
actuation signal.  

SR 3.6.3.6 Cycle each weight or spring loaded check 18 months 
valve not testable during operation through 
one complete cycle of full travel, and 
verify each check valve remains closed when 
the differential pressure in the direction 
of flow is < 1.2 psid and opens when the 
differential pressure in the direction of 
flow is Ž 1.2 psid and < 5.0 psid.

Rev I (Draft 2), 06/18/01

RAI 
3.6.3-2 
RAI 
3.6.1-5 
RI 

RAI 

33.6.3-2 
RAI 
3.6.1-5 
RI 

1RAI 
33.6.3-2 
RAI 
3.6.1-5 
RI

North Anna Units I and 2 3.6.3-5



Containment Isolation Valves 
B 3.6.3 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.4 RAI 
3.6.3-2 REQUIREMENTSRAI 

(continued) For containment purge valves with resilient seals, 1.6.1-5 

additional leakage rate testing beyond the test requirements 

of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B, is required to ensure 
OPERABILITY. Operating experience has demonstrated that this 
type of seal has the potential to degrade in a shorter time 
period than do other seal types.  

This SR must be performed prior to entering MODE 4 from 
MODE 5 after containment vacuum has been broken. This 
Frequency was chosen recognizing that cycling the valve 
could introduce additional seal degradation (beyond that 
occurring to a valve that has not been opened). This 
Frequency will ensure that each time these valves are cycled 
they will be leak tested.  

SR 3.6.3.5 

Automatic power operated containment isolation valves close 
on a containment isolation signal to prevent leakage of 
radioactive material from containment following a DBA. This 
SR ensures that each automatic power operated containment 
isolation valve will actuate to its isolation position on a 
containment isolation signal. This surveillance is not 
required for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise 
secured in the required position under administrative 
controls. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to 
perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply 
during a unit outage and the potential for an unplanned 
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the 
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these 
components usually pass this Surveillance when performed at 
the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was 
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.  

SR 3.6.3.6 RA] 
13.6.3-2 RAI 

The check valves that serve a containment isolation function R.  

are weight or spring loaded to provide positive closure in 
the direction of flow. This ensures that these check valves 
will remain closed when the inside containment atmosphere 
returns to subatmospheric conditions following a DBA.  
SR 3.6.3.6 verifies the operation of the check valves that 
are not testable during unit operation. The Frequency of 
18 months is based on such factors as the inaccessibility of 

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves 
B 3.6.3

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.6 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) these valves, the fact that the unit must be shut down to 
perform the tests, and the successful results of the tests on 
an 18 month basis during past unit operation.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 15.  

2. Technical Requirements Manual.  

3. Standard Review Plan 6.2.4.  

4. UFSAR, Section 6.2.4.2.

Rev 1 (Draft 4), 06/18/01

jRAI 
3.6.3-2 
RAI 
3.6.1-5 
RI 

1 RAI 
33.6.3-14 
RI
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;-15
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE

ý, t,3J .Za-> c,

SR 3.6.3.0 Perform leakage rate testing for 
containment purge valves with resilient 
seals.  

f A*4 mr-, 6 

Voounk 4 L4, r'd

Containment Isolation valves (Atmosp ric 
on• ser. Dua],

FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.3.6" Verify each automati containment isolation 18IBmonths 
valve that is not locked, sealed or 
otherwise secured in position, actuates to 
the isolation position on an actual or 
simulated actuation signal.

SR3.6.3.0

SR 3.6.3.10

Cycle each weight or spring loaded check 
valve not testable during operation 
through one complete cycle of full travel.  
and verify each check valve remains closed 
when the differential pressure in the 
direction of flow is f1.2Jrpsid and opens 
when the differentialpressure in the 
direction of flow is 2>{l.2]opsid and 
<'tJ5"O3"psid"

4

Verify each [ inch containment 
valve is blockedo restrict the 
opening > [50]%.

purge 
valve from

.7

[18] months ]h
(continued)
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Containent Isolation Val eAtmqo hric.  
ubatosPic, eoerand Dual 

B 3.6.3

BASES

SR 3.6.3.0

For containment purge valves with resilient seals.  
additional leakage rate testing beyond the test requirements 
,of 10 FR 50. Apendix iJ is required to ensure OPERABILITY.  
Operating experience has demonstrated that this type of seal 
has the potential to dearade in a sler tineriod than 
do other seal t es; Based on this observation nd t 
impo tance o m taining this penetration le tight (due 
to the direct th between containment and t environment), 
a Frequency 184 days was established as art of the NRC 
resolution f Generic Issue B-20, "Contai nt Leakage Due 
t o Seal erioration" (Ref. 3).

TSTF -57

19-

3*b3-t 

3.G ,1 -Lf

1-eaL ieý+fS

Automaticicontainment isolatioa valves close on a 
containment isolation signal t. prevent leakage of 
radioactive material from cont inment following a OBA. This 
SR ensures that each automatiacontainment isolation valve 
will actuate to its isolation position on a containment 
isolation signal. This surveillance is not required for 
valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the 
•~eqjred position under administrative controls. The 
(IZ•8monthFrequency is based on the need to perform this 
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a 
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient i the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  
Operating experience has shown that these components usually 
pass this Surveillance when performed at the'"f18month 
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be 
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

(continued)
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,Subalmosp ic. ice C enseran

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) check valves that serve 
a contain~wnment isolation function are weight or spring loaded 
to provide positive closure in the direction of flow. This 
ensures that these check valves will remain closed when the 
inside containment atmosphere returns to subatmoS Dri c 
conditions following a DBA. SR 3.6.3.&.eVrifies the (9. / 
operation of the check valves that are not testable during 
unit operation. The Frequency of 18 months is based on such 
factors as the inaccessibility of these valves, the fact 
that the unit must be shut down to perform the tests, and 
the successful results of the tests on an 18 month basis 
during past unit operation.  

SR 3.6.3.10 

Reviewer's Note: Thi SR is only required for those units
Fwith resilient seal pu valves allowed to be open during 

KMODE 1. 2. 3. or 4] an having blocking devices on the 
Lvalves that are not pe nently installed. J 

Verifying that each [42] 1 ch containment purge valve is 
blocked to restrict openi to < [50]% is required to ensure 
that the valves can close u r DBA conditions within the 
times assumed in the analyse of References 1 and 2. If a 
LOCA occurs, the purge valves ust close to maintain 
containment leakage within the values assumed in the 
accident analysis. At other ti s when purge valves are 
required to be capable of closi (e.g., during movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies). pre urization concerns are not 
present, thus the purge valves ca be fully open. The 
18 month Frequency is appropriate cause the blocking 
devices are typically removed only uring a refueling 
outage.

(continued)
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3). 3-

SR 3.6.3.11 

This SR ensures that the combined leakage rate of all shield 
building bypass leakage paths *s less than or equal to the 
specified leakage rate. This p vides assurance that the 
assumptions in the safety analysis are met. The leakage 
rate of each bypass leakage path ' assumed to be the
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

LIMIN CONTAINMENTFORO 

ILIMITNG CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.1 Primary CONTAINMENT IN4TEGRITY shall be maintained. " 

APPLICABILITY, MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 

Without primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, restore CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY within 

one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN 

within the following 30 hours.

QT1DV1�1T .LALNCE REOUIREMENTS

4.6.1.1 Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be demonstrated: 

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that all penetrations' not capable of being 

Sclosed by OPERABLE containment automatic isolation valves and required to be 

closed during accident conditions are closed by valves, blind flanges, or deactivated 

Sv,? 3. C,3-4 automatic valves, secured in their positionsirexcept for valves thatie oopenn un~der 

l e V iN A a• 

b. By verifying that each containment air lock is OPERABLE per Specification 

S~3.6.1.3.  

c. After each closing of the equipment hatch, by leak rate testing the equipment hatch 

seals, with gas at Pa, greater than or equal to 44.1 psig. Results shall be evaluated 

against the criteria of Specification 3.6.1.2.b as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix 

J, Option B, as modified by approved exemptions, and in accordance with the 

guidelines contained in Regulatory Guide 1.163, dated September 1995.  

d. / hi ontni nt intebt ,a )after vacuum has been broken by 

pressure testing the(3isolation valves in the containment purge lines and the 

Except valves, blind flan es, and deactivated automatic valves which are located inside th (OR(-containment arnd are Ocked scaled or otherwise sealed in1 the closed p~OsittiOn'n.hsse'' 

pnetratiosshl be verified -closed during each COLD SHlM OWN'except thatt such 

surv.eillance need not be performed_., mor._e otnt.  

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 6-1 Amendment No. 44&6443 4, 
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,7-S 3. 6.2

02-09-96

3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 
•-•3/4.6.1 CNAN[N 

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

r3.6.1.1 Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be maintained.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2,3, and 4 

ACTION: 
Without primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRrIY, restore CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY within 

one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN 

within the following 30 hours.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.6.1.1 Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be demonstrated: 

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that all penetrations not capable of being 

631closed by OPERABLE containment automatic isolation valves and required to be 

3Z ZL)~ ~T closed during accident conditions are cilosed by valves, blind flanges, or deactivated 
S3 -] .. i'I] automatic valves, secured in their positions, except for valves that are onen under 

administrative control as permitted by Specification 3.6.3.1. + le _s.  

b. By verifying that each containment air lock is OPERABLE per Specification 

3.6.1.3.  

C. ter each closing of the equipment hatch, by leak rate testing the equipment hatch 

seals, with gas at P., greater than or equal to 44.1 psig. Results shall be evaluated 

against the criteria of Specification 3.6.1.2.b as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix 

J, Option B, as modified by approved exemptions, and in accordance with the 

_uidelines contained in Regulatory Guide 1.163, dated September 1995.  

sI3.L,.q d. c * e contain, integi'ity is .es ished after vacuum has been broken by 

pressure testing the(,_) isolation valves in the containment purge lines and the 

~ C3 *Except valves, blind Dflan nd deactivated automatic valves which are located inside 
the containment and ocked sealed or otherwise sealed in the closed position. ese 

(/penetrations shall be verified closed during each COLD SHUTDOWN except that such / 
s, 6.3,7--. '\,siUrveillance need not beperformed more often than once per 92 days.  

LNORTH ANNA - UNIT 2 3/46-1 Amendment No. 99, 9 144 , 162 , 
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